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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is a contribution to "non-Archimedean analysis". Roughly speaking, 
one might say, that this is the study of non-Archimedean mathematical objects 
from an analytic point of view. 
As an introduction to present-day research we can refer to the theory of normed 
(topological) linear spaces and algebras over a non-Archimedean valued field, 
which has been developed by several authors. (I.S.Cohen, I.Fleischer, H.Grauert 
and R.Remmert <3> 1), A.W.Ingleton, I.Kaplansky <5>, A.F.Monna <8>,<9>,<10>, 
M.van der Put <12>, P.Salmon <15>, J-P.Serre, T.A.Springer <9>,<I0>, J.van Tiel 
<I8>). In this thesis we shall make use of some results of this general theory, 
for instance, the non-Archimedean analogues of the Banach Theorem (<8> and 
(1.0.11) of this paper) and the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem (<5> and (3.0.3) of 
this paper) and a theorem about closed ideals in special Banach algebras (<12> 
and (3.0.4) of this paper). 
By the "classical theory" we mean the abstract Harmonic Analysis as it can be 
found in books such as <7> (H.Loomis) and <4> (E.Hewitt and K.Ross). This thesis 
is devoted to the construction of a non-Archimedean Harmonic Analysis for func­
tions that take their values in a non-Archimedean valued field K. In defining 
integrals for these functions we cannot use a technique that involves order 
since no order is available in K. The non-Archimedean integration on locally 
compact spaces has been treated by A.F.Monna and T.A.Springer in <9>, which 
for us is the fundamental paper. The authors consider a locally compact3a -com­
pact, 0-dimensional Hausdorff-space X and the space С (X —• К) of all K-valued 
continuous functions on X which have compact support. An integral is a K-linear 
function μ on С (X —• К) satisfying a certain continuity condition. (<9>, 
Déf.(3.1) and Definition (1.1.1) of this paper). A Banach space Ι/(Χ;μ) is con­
structed, that corresponds to the "classical" L'. 
The definitions, sketched above, lead quite naturally to the definition of 
shift-invariant measure (Haar measure) on a locally compact,σ -compact, 0-dimen-
sional group G. The authors of <9> give a uniqueness proof and derive a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the existence of Haar measure. They obtain the 
following striking results. There exists no p-adic Haar measure on the p-adic 
numbers. If for some G and К a K-valued Haar measure on G does exist, the 
L'-norm and the supremum norm on С (X —• К) are equivalent. From this it follows 
that the Haar integral is bounded and that the space of Haar-integrable functions 
is exactly the space С (G —• К) consisting of all continuous functions : G —• К 
l) The numbers between brackets refer to the bibliography on page 77. 
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which "vanish at infinity". Related subjects are covered in <2> and <14>. 
Our first step is to drop the condition of σ -compactness. Thus we obtain 
a theory which is valid for all locally compact O-dimensional spaces. 
(Chapter I and II). 
In Chapter III we are concerned with the non-Archimedean analogue of the 
classical I/4G) (1 < ρ < ») namely the Banach space L(G —* K) of all Haar-
integrable functions (i.e. functions of С (G —*• К)). With convolution as 
multiplication L(G —»• K) is a Banach algebra. Several Theorems on LP(G) can 
be formally carried over. (See (3.1) and (3.2)). For abelian G we define 
the Fourier-transform f " of f e L(G —*• К) by 
fA(a) = /fix) aix'^dx, 
where
 a
 runs through the group G* of all continuous homomorphisms of G into 
the unit circle of K. Every a^G* defines a homomorphism f ι—ν f*(o) of 
L(G —* K) into K. Contrary to the classical case L(G —*• K) can have maximal 
ideals of codimension greater than 1. Moreover, L(G —*• K) is not necessary 
semi-simple. 
In Chapter IV we consider abelian locally compact O-dimensional groups for 
which every element lies in a compact subgroup. For these so-called torsional 
groups we give a non-Archimedean translation of the classical Pontryagin 
Duality Theorem (with К instead of C). Non-torsional (abelian) groups (such 
as Z) may fail to have the duality property, and the character group may not 
even be locally compact. 
Chapter V is the central chapter of this thesis containing an exposition of 
a non-Archimedean Fourier Theory. The principal result can be formulated as 
follows. Let G be a torsional group and let К be a non-Archimedean valued field. 
Under certain conditions on the pair G,K we have 
(i) every regular maximal ideal of L(G —• K) has codimension 1, 
(ii) the Fourier transformation is an isometry of L(G —• K) onto 
С (G* - * K ) . 
OD 
(See Theorem (5.2.11)). 
We conclude with some remarks concerning Fourier transformations for non-torsio­
nal groups. Even for the group Ζ and for a local field К (i) and (ii) do not 
hold. For ff and an algebraically closed field К (i) holds, but, since the charac­
ter group of 2 with respect to К is not locally compact, (ii) has no meaning. 
However, we can give conditions under which the Fourier transformation is an 
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isometry into the space of bounded continuous functions on the character group. 
The author expresses his gratitude to Prof.T.A.Springer for bringing this 
subject to his attention. 
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
We list some notations and definitions used throughout the text. 
Throughout this thesisШ stands for the set of positive integers, Ζ for the 
set of integers. Ζ/η Ζ for the set of integers mod η (η e Ζ ) , Q for the set 
of rational numbers,Ж for the set of real numbers, С for the set of complex 
numbers. 
A non-Archimedean valuation on a (commutative) field К is a function 
| | : К —• {α е Ш | α >^  0} satisfying 
(i) |x| = 0 if and only χ = 0 
(ii) |x+y| <_ max (|x| , |y|) 
(iii) |xy| - |x| |y| 
for all x,y £ K. The valuation is called trivial if x^O implies |x| = 1. 
К is called a local field, if К is locally compact, non-discrete. 
For any prime number p, Q denotes the set of the p-adic numbers. 
We list some symbols and abbreviations together with the page on which they 
first occur. 
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CHAPTER I 
NON-ARCHIMEDEAN INTEGRATION 
(1.0) Pre1¿ginaries. 
(1.0.1) Definition. A O-dimensional topological space is a topological space 
admitting a basis of the topology consisting of sets which 
are both open and closed. 
(1.0.2) With the continuous maps as morphisms the locally compact 0-dimensional 
topological Hausdorff spaces form a category called LC.. 
The collection of open compact subsets of XfiLC. we denote by Ώ . 
A covering (C). of X e LC„ is called special if all the C. are in Ω
ν
 and 
1 1 É 1 U —^—"—^^~ 1 A 
С П С. = 0 whenever i Φ j. (See <9>,(2.4)). 
For later use we mention the following facts. Let X e LC . 
(1.0.3) If X is σ-compact (i.e. X = ^Jc. where C. is compact for every i)then 
every open covering of X has a special refinement. (See <9>,(2.5)). 
(1.0.4) The elements of Ώ form a basis of the topology of X. 
(1.0.5) If Y С X is a closed subset of X then Y (with the relative topology) 
is in LC
n
. 
(1.0.6) If С С X, С compact, then there is a set C' € Ω with С' Э C. 
The proofs of (1.0.4),(1.0.5) and (1.0.6) are almost trivial. 
(1.0.7) Definition. By a non-Archimedean field (n.a. field) we mean a 
(commutative) field K, together with a non-trivial, non-
Archimedean valuation | | : К —>• LO,») f or which the 
field is complete as a metric space. 
(1.0.8) Definition. By a non-Archimedean normed linear space (n.a. space) over 
a n.a. field К we mean a K-linear space E, together with a 
normfunction || || : E —• [p,») which satisfies the 
following conditions 
(i) ||x||= 0 if and only if χ = 0 
(ii) ||λχ||= |λ| ||χ|| 
(iii)||x+y|| imax(||x||,||y||) 
for all x,y ё Ε, λ e К. 
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Cl.0.9) Definition. A n.a. space E is called a (n.a.) Banach space, if E is 
complete with respect to the metric d(x,y) - ||x-y|| . 
(x,y e E). 
Next we are going to mention two properties of n.a. spaces. Let К be a n.a. 
field. 
(l.O.lO)Let E and F be n.a. spaces over К and let A : E —*· F be a K-linear 
map. Then A is continuous if and only if A is bounded (i.e. ||Ax|]< M ||x|| 
for some M >_ 0 and for all χ « E). (See <8>,Th.9). 
(1.0.11)Banach Theorem. Let E and F be n.a. Banach spaces over К and let the 
K-linear map A : E —*• F be bijective and continuous. Then A is continuous. 
(See <8>,Th.l4). 
(1.0.12)Definition. Let E be a n.a. space over a n.a. field К and 
x.,... ,x e E . (η e Ш). 
The elements χ. χ are called (mutually) orthogonal 
if for all λ. λ (λ. e K;i=l,...,n) the norm satis-
J η ι 
fies 
η 
Ι Ι Σ λ.χ.I I = m a x Ι λ.I IIx.I 1. 
Μ ι ι M I ! Ι Ι Ι ι II 
1=1 ι 
A subset V of E is called an orthogonal set if 
x.,...,x e V (η e TS, χ. ^ χ. whenever i ^  j) implies 
χ.,.,.,χ are orthogonal. 
(See <I0>,Déf.(l.l)). 
(1.0.I3)The spaces С (X -*- К) and (^ (X —*• K). 
Let X e LC„ and let К be a n.a. field. We define С (X —• К) as the linear 
и с 
space of all continuous functions : X —• К with compact support, normed 
by the supremum norm, denoted | | | | . It is easy to verify that С (X —»-К) 
is a n.a. space over K. 
We denote the completion of С (X —>• К) with respect to the norm | | | | 
by С (X — у К). It can be interpreted as the collection of all continuous 
functions f : X —*• К which "vanish at infinity" i.e. for every e>0 there 
exists a compact set С С X such that |f(x)|<e outside C. 
(1.0.14)Let К be a n.a. field and let E be a n.a. space over K. 
By |K| we mean the set of all values of elements of K. By ||E|| we mean the 
set of all values of the normfunction. (It is not always true that ||E||= |K|), 
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(1.1) DefìSìtìSD^Ì-11.!3· iSËSËEâis· 
From now on in this chapter X will be a locally compact O-dimensional 
Hausdorff space i.e. X С LC^. К is a n.a. field. In <9> A.F. Monna and 
T.A. Springer develop an integration theory for K-valued functions on X. 
They assume that X is σ-compact.(See (1.0.3)). In this chapter we shall 
show that this assumption on X is superfluous. 
We shall repeat some definitions and theorems of <9>. 
For any set V С Χ, ε denotes the characteristic function of V (with values 
in K). 
(1.1.1) Definition. An integral on С (X —*• К) is a K-linear function μ on 
С (X —• К) with values in К such that for every com­
pact set AcX there exists M >^  0 satisfying 
|u(f)| < M. ||f|| 
— A "о 
for all f e С (Χ —* Κ) which vanish outside A. 
с 
Sometimes we write ƒ f(x)dp(x) instead of y(f). 
For U e Ω we call У (ε..) the μ- measure of U (also denoted by μ(υ)). 
(See <9>,(3.1)). 
(1.1.2) Theorem. Let F be a basis for the topology of X consisting 
of elements of Q„. Suppose that А,В e F implies 
А П В e F. 
Let μ: F —>• К be a function which has the properties : 
(i) if А,В e F, А П В = 0 and А и В e F then 
y(A U В) = μ(Α)+μ(Β) 
(ii)for every Cefi, 8υρ{|μ(Α)| | A e F , A c C } < » . 
Then there is exactly one integral у' on С (X —• К) 
such that Ρ'ίε.) = μ(A) for all A e F. 
Proof. We refer the reader to the proof of Th.(3.2) in <9>. 
(1.1.3) Definition. A step function is a (finite) linear combination of 
characteristic functions of elements of Ω . 
(1.2) The seminorm M 11 . 
========== ======M= 
Let μ be an integral on С (X —* К). 
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(1.2.1) Definition, (i) For f e С (Χ —»• К) the g-seminorm | |f | | is defined 
— — — - ^ — с ~ " " ^ " ~ — у 
by | |f|| = sup { 1 μ ( ί 6 ) 1 I g e C
c
(X — К ) , g + 0>. 
I l o l I «о 
(ii) For χ e X the number Ν (χ) is defined by 
Ν (χ) = inf ί| |eTT| Ι Ι χ e U, U e Ω ν } . 
y U μ А 
(See <9>,(4.1),(4.4)). 
In <9> it is shown that f (—>· f is a η.a. seminorm on С (X —• К) and 
ι > ι ΐμ
 c 
that | у (f) | ΐ Ι | ί | | μ , llfgll^ £ ||£|| μ | | g | L for all f , g « C c < X — K ) . 
(See <9> f(4.1), (4.2)). 
η 
(1.2.2) Lemma. Let U = U U. be a special covering of U € Ω... Then 
i-1 1 X 
Сц ,...,£„ are orthogonal with respect to || || . 
1 η μ 
η 
Proof. (See also <9>,(4.3)). Take f = ^ \ i ευ (Xi ε К). Then 
i 
I I f I I <^  max | λ. | lie.. | | . On the other hand for every i we have μ ^ ι ^ μ 
1 1 1 
Corollary. If U,V e О^ and U С V then | |e | | <_ | |г
у
| | . 
(1.2.3) Theorem. For all f e С (Χ —>• К) 
||f|| = sup I f(χ) Ι Ν (χ). 
μ
 xeX μ 
Proof. First we shall prove ||e_|| = sup N (x) for all S e Ω„. From 
S μ
 x £ S
 μ X 
the definition of N it follows immediately 
||e || 1 sup Ν (χ). 
Ь
 U X Í S μ 
In order to prove the opposite inequality, take e > 0. For any χ e S there is 
U e Ω„ with χ e U С S such that 
χ Χ χ 
V х ) - i | e u Ну - Ν μ ( χ > + ε · 
Because S is compact there are x.,...,x e S such that the corresponding sets 
U U cover S. By (1.0.3) there is a special refinement V.,...,V, . 
1 η 
-u-
For every V. we have V. C U . for some i and 
J
 1 1 j 
I K . H , ^ \K}K- SUP N P ( X ) + e · 
1 j X€o 
Hence, by Lemma (1.2.2), 
Ι Κ Ι Ι μ = mfX lleV Hu i S UP N
u
( x ) + e . 
ι ι x*S μ 
Since ε > 0 was a r b i t r a l i l y chosen we have proved 
I U J L = sup N (x). 
Ь у
 xeS U 
Next, the theorem follows very easily for step functions (Lemma (1.2.2)). 
Finally, let f e С (Χ —• К). There is S € Ω and a sequence <f > 
such that f ,f all vanish outside S, f is a step function for every n, 
lim I |f-f I I - 0. 
Il η ' '<» 
n-x» 
Because of the continuity of μ on С (S —> К) we see that also 
lim ||f-f || = 0 . Now for every χ e S we have 
η-χ» 
|£(χ)-£
η
(χ)|Βμ(χ) < llf-fJL ||ε 5|| μ — 0 . 
Thus |f (x)| N (x) —*|f(x)| N (x) uniformly on S and it follows that 
||f|| = lim |If || = lim sup |f (χ)Ι Ν (χ) = sup |f(x)| N (x). 
'y ' ' η 1 'μ ί, ' η ' μ „«.γ ' μ 
η-«° η-χ» xeX XSX 
(1.2.4) Theorem. For U с Ω
ν
 : | | ε., I I = sup {|y(V)| | V e Ω
γ
,ν c u } . 
• • • • — л U у л 
Proof. Put τ = sup {|μ(ν)I | V ( Ω , V с U}. For all V e Ω
χ
 with V С U 
we have |μ(ν) | < | |ε
ν
| | μ <_ \ \ζ^\ | μ. Hence τ <. | | E u| | μ. 
On the other hand take U,,...,U in Ω,
Γ
 such that for all i U. C. U and 1 η Χ ι 
η 
U. η U. = 0 whenever i/ i . If λ, , . . . ,λ e К then h = Σ λ. ε
ΙΤ
 e С (Χ —»• Κ) l i J I n . , ι U. с J
 1=1 ι 
η 
and | y ( h ) | = | Σ λ . μ ( υ . ) | < | | h | | τ . Because μ i s continuous on С (U —»• K) 
• • 1 1 e > с 
1=1 
we o b t a i n for every g 6 С (Χ —• К) 
|μ(8 ε,,)! < l lg lL-T. 
iu(8 ε,,) I 
Thus|| E u|| = supí1 ü-1 I g 6 Cc(X -> К ) , g + 0} < τ. 
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Remarks. 
1) Following <9> , (6.1) we can define the space L'(X —• Κ;μ) consisting of 
the classes of p-integrable functions as follows. For every function 
f : X —*• К we define 
| |f|| = sup |f(x)| N(x). 
μ
 x<X μ 
Let F be the space of all f e К for which ||f|| < ». The equivalence relation 
"f ъ g if I|f-g|I = 0" defines the subspace F. consisting of all f e К for 
which ||f|| = 0. The quotient F/F
n
 is a n.a. Banach space (with respect to 
Il 11,)· 
By definition L'(X —• Κ;μ) is the closure of the subspace of F/F consisting 
of the classes of functions which are in С (X —»· К) . 
It is clear that μ has a unique || || - continuous extension on L'(X —> Κ;μ). 
For a further development of n.a. integration theory, see <9>. 
2) In <9> the central theorem (1.2.3) was proved under the extra assumption 
that X is σ-compact. Now that we have dropped this condition we can easily 
verify that all theorems of <9> (except (5.3)) remain valid in this more 
general situation. 
CHAPTER II 
THE HAAR INTEGRAL 
(2.1) Localiγ compact_0-dÌ5ensional_grgugs. 
(2.1.1) Definition. A locally compact O-dimensional group is a topological 
group, the underlying topological space of which is in LC . 
(2.1.2) Notations. We denote by LG the category of the locally compact 
O-dimensional groups (the morphisms being the continuous 
homomorphisms). 
Let G e LG-. We denote by Γ_ the collection of all open 
compact subgroups of 0,Λ„ the collection of all left cosets 
of elements of Γ . 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a topological group G to be in LG
n
 is 
the existence of a neighbourhood basis of the identity (abbr. n.b. of id.) con­
sisting of open compact sets. 
(2.1.3) Theorem.(i) Every G e LG. has arbitrarily small subgroups in Γ . 
— ^ — О G 
(ii) If G e LG and G is compact then G has arbitrarily small 
normal subgroups in Г^. G 
Proof. See <11>,Th.16,17. 
(2.1.4) Theorem. Let G e LG . 
(i) If H С G is a closed subgroup of G then H e LG . 
(ii) If H С G is a closed normal subgroup of G then G/H e LG . 
Proof. (i) If (H.). is a n.b. of id. of G consisting of open compact sets 
then (Η η Η.). _ is a n.b. of id. of H. 
ι 1*1 
Now for every i e I Η OH. is a relatively open and compact subset of H. 
Hence Η e LG . 
(ii) If (Η.). is a n.b. of id. of G and π the canonical map : G —* G/H, 
then for every i e Ι π(Η.) is compact and open in G/H and (ττ(Η.))· is a n.b. 
of id. of G/H. 
(2.1.5) Theorem. Every open covering of G e LG has a special refinement by 
elements of Л„. 
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Proof. The left cosets of a subgroup H e г form a special covering of G. 
Let (V.)·
 T be an open covering of G. Take a left coset aH of H and a point 
χ t aH. Then χ e V. for some i. So there is Η e Γ_ such that xH с V. η aH. 
ι χ G χ ι 
We can carry this out for every χ e aH and select a finite number of elements 
χ χ e aH and subgroups Η ,...,H (all in Γ_) such 
І П X. X G 
I η 
η η 
that {J χ Η = aH. Using all left cosets of /^ Η which are in aH we 
i=l i i=l xi 
obtain a special covering of aH. Repeating this construction for all left 
cosets of Η we get a spe 
than the covering given. 
cial covering of G(by elements of /\ ) which is finer 
G 
Remarks. 
1) Obviously every open covering of G e LG has also a special refinement by 
right cosets of elements of Γ . 
G 
2) Every V e fi (G e LG.J is a disjoint union of finitely many left (right) 
G О 
coset s of some H e г„. 
G 
In f a c t , using a s i m i l a r method we obta in : t h e r e i s a se t of elements 
{ χ . , . , . , χ }cV and there are groups H. e Τ ( i = l , . . . , n ) such t h a t I n 1 G 
η η 
(J x.H. = V. Take Η = Γί Η.. 
• ι
 1 1
 · 1 1 
1=1 1=1 
(2.1.6) Definition. Let G с LG and ρ be a prime number. 
(i)G is called p-finite from above, if there exists a group 
H e r , such that for every H' С Η, Η' e Γ_ the index 
(H:H') is not divisible by p. (See <9> ,p. 639, exemple (с)). 
(ii)G is called p-finite from below, if there exists a group 
H e r , such that for every Η' ο H, H' e г , the index G G 
(H':H) is not divisible by p. 
(iii)G is called p-free, if for every pair H,H' with Η ο H', 
H,H' f γ the index (HiH') is not divisible by p. G 
-18-
Remarks. 
1) In Chapter II and III we only shall need Definition (2.1.6) (i). In Chap­
ter IV and V we shall use the Definitions (2.1.6) (ii), (iii) for a special 
kind of groups of LG , the so-called torsional groups. 
2) It is clear that for every prime number ρ any compact group in LG
n
 is 
p-finite from below and that any discrete group is p-finite from above. 
3) If one of the properties (i), (ii), (iii) of Definition (2.1.6) holds for 
G e LG
n
 then the same property holds for any open subgroup H. (See also Theorem 
(2.1.8) and Theorem (4.2.7)). 
4) Let G e LG be compact. One can define the order (G:l) of G, being a so-
called supernatural number.(See <16> ,Chap.I, (1.3)). With this definition 
"G is p-finite from above" is equivalent to "(G:l) is not divisible by ρ ". 
(See also (4.2)). 
(2.1.7) Theorem. Let G e LG- and ρ be a prime number. The following state­
ments are equivalent. 
(a) G is p-finite from above. 
(b) Every H e Γ has the property : there is a number η e IN 
such that for every H' e Γ Η' С Η the index (H:H') is not 
divisible by ρ . 
(c) For every sequence H. Э H„ D ... (H. e Г for all i) there 
is a number m e IN such that for no к 5- m the index 
(H. :H, .) is divisible by p. 
Proof. We shall prove the implications (a) •* (b) ->• (c) •* (a) . Suppose (a) . There 
is H e Г such that for all H' с H , H' é Г„ the index (H
n
:H') is not divisible 
U G 0 0 О 
by p. Now let Н е Г . For any S С H, S t Г we have the relations 
G G 
(H:S η н 0) = (H:S)(S:S η H Q ) 
(H:S О H 0) = (H:H rs і у (Η г, Ъ^-.Ъ rs l y . 
Thus we get 
(H:S) = (H:H ^. H 0) (H ^  H0:S ^ H0)(S:S ο Η ) '. 
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The index (H П H :S r\ H ) is a divisor of (H :S η H ) and therefore is 
not divisible by p. Thus if we take for η the number of factors ρ in 
(H:H r\ Η ) we get (b). Now suppose (b). Let Η z> H 0 э ... with H. e г 
Ο Ι Ζ 1 G 
for all i. 
Suppose (H.:H. .) is divisible by ρ for infinitely many numbers i. Then 
from the formula (Hj :1b) = (Hj :H2) (H^H,) ... (Hi_1 :П/) we see that the 
number of factors ρ in (H :H.) is not bounded. This contradicts (b). 
Suppose (c) and suppose G is not p-finite from above. Take H. e г . 
We can find H. с Η , H e Γ such that (Η :H ) is divisible by p. For the 
same reason we can find H 3 С H2, Hj e Гс such that (H2:H3) is 
divisible by p, et cetera. 
We obtain a sequence which does not have the property mentioned in (c). 
Remark. 
If we replace in Theorem (2.1.7) "p-finite from above" by "p-finite from below" 
and " C. " by " 3 " we get a dual theorem that we can prove in the case where 
G is abelian. For non-abelian G the problem remains open. 
(However, the implications (b) -»· (a) and (b) •+ (c) are almost trivial). 
(2.1.8) Theorem. If, for any p, G e LG- is p-finite from above then this 
property holds for every closed subgroup and for every 
quotient of G by a closed normal subgroup. 
Proof. Suppose H с G is a closed subgroup. Take H e Г such that for all 
0 G 
Н' С H., H' e Г_, the index (H-:H') is not divisible by p. We shall prove that 
H Q ^ H in H plays the role of H in G. By Theorem (2.1.3) and Theorem(2.1.4) 
it is sufficient to show that for every H' с Η , H' e r_, H' normal in H , the 
U G U 
index (H сч HrH'^ H) is not divisible by p. Take χ e Н О Н then χ(ΗΌ Η) = 
= Η'χΟ Η = (Η' η Η)χ. Thus Η' Γ\ Η is a normal subgroup of H 0 η Η and there is 
a natural injective homomorphism 
φ : Η η Η/Η'η Η ->·Η /Η'. 
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Hence (Η^Η') i s d i v i s i b l e by fon H : Η Ό H), so t h a t (H r\ H : H' Г\ H) 
is not divisible by p. 
Suppose H С G is a closed normal subgroup. Take H as above. Let π be 
the canonical homomorphism: G —*- G/H. We shall prove that π(Η_) in G/H plays 
the role of Η in G. Let S € Γ , with S С π (Η ). Then, from Theorem (2.1.3) 
and Theorem (2.1.4) we obtain the existence of a group H' С Η (Η' e Τ ) , 
U G 
H' normal in H , such that πΟΓ) С S. Now ттф') is normal in T O L ) and there 
is a natural surjective homomorphism 
ψ : Η0/Η· —• ^ ОуМн'). 
(π (IL) : S) is a divisor of (π(Η ) : π Ol')), hence not divisible by p. 
Remark. 
There exist p-free groups having quotients which are not p-finite from below. 
In fact, let G = <? and let G have the discrete topology. For any prime 
number ρ G is p-free. Put H » {χ | χ é G,x=py for some yeG} then G/H is not 
p-finite from below. 
One can prove : if G « LG is abelian and H с G is a closed subgroup then H is 
p-free (p-finite from below) when G is p-free (p-finite from below). (Compare 
Theorem (4.2.7)). 
(2.2) йі
=
2§іі_І2!іі£§і· 
In this section we suppose G € LG ; К is a η.a. field with residue class field k. 
We denote the characteristic of a field L by x(L). 
Let f e К and s eG. We denote by f resp. f the function χ ·—»f (sx) resp. 
χι—» f (xs ). f is defined by f (χ) = f (χ ) for all χ e G. 
(2.2.1) Theorem. For every f e C^ G —* К) we have the following properties, 
(i) f is left and right uniformly continuous. 
(ii)s ι—*- f (resp. s ι—>· f ) is a continuous function : 
G —• С (G —*- К) . 
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Proof. The proof is almost exactly as it is in the "classical" case. 
(See <4>,(15.4)). 
(2.2.2) Definition. An integral m φ 0 on С (G —* К) is called left (right) 
invariant if m(f ) = m(f) (m(f ) = m(f)) for all 
s 
f e С (G —* К) and for all s e G. 
с 
(2.2.3) Theorem. (i)Let m and m' be left (right) invariant integrals.Then there 
exists λ e К such that m = Xm'. 
(ii)Let x(k) = p. 
If p=0 there exists a left (right) invariant integral on 
С (G -+ К). 
с 
If р^О there exists a left (right) invariant integral on 
С (G —>· К) if and only if G is p-finite from above. 
Proof. See <9> p.638,(c). 
(As we saw in Remark 2 under Theorem (1.2.4) the condition of σ-compactness of G 
can be omitted). 
A left (right) invariant integral on С (G —* К) is called a left (right) Haar 
integral. We shall denote the left Haar integral by m. In places we shall be 
more precise and use m . In the next section we shall need the real left Haar 
measure. We shall denote it by μ . 
(2.2.4) Definition. К is called suitable (with respect to G) if there exists 
a left (right) Haar integral on С (G —•• К) . 
(2.2.5) Theorem. If К is suitable with respect to G, then К is also suitable 
with respect to every closed subgroup of G and to every 
quotient of G by a closed normal subgroup. 
Proof. These properties follow immediately from Theorem (2.1.8) and 
Theorem (2.2.3). 
(2.2.6) Let К be suitable with respect to G. As the functional χ I—>· Ν (χ) , 
m 
given in Definition (1.2.1) (ii) is a constant с on G (с depends on G,K and m) 
we have for all f e С (G •* К) (Theorem (1.2.3)): 
с 
||f|| = sup |f(x)| N
m
(x) =c||f||„. 
XíG 
We see that ||f|| = 0 if and only if f = 0, and that the uniform norm and 
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the integral norm are equivalent. So the L' - closure of С (G —• К) is 
C^CG —• К). Apparently m is a bounded linear functional on С (G —* К) 
which has a unique (bounded) extension (still denoted m) on С (G —»• К) . 
(See (1.2.4), Remark I). 
(2.2.7) We can compute the above constant c. For every U e Ω , by 
G 
Theorem (1.2.A) : 
с = || E u|| m = sup {|m(V)| 
which is saying as much as: 
с = sup {|m(V)| | V e Ω„}. 
G 
I ν cu, V e « G } , 
Because every V e Ω is a disjoint union of finitely many cosets of some 
^ η 
Η e Γ , say a.H,...,a Η, it follows that |m(V)I = |m(U a.H)|< 
(j l η I I I \s ^ ι — 
ι ι ι ι
 1 = 1 
max |m(a.H)| = |m(H)|. Thus we have 
i 
с = sup {|m(H)| | Η e r G}. 
Let x(k) = p. We distinguish three cases. 
a) If p=0 then |m(H)| = IraCH')! for every pair Η,Η1 β Γ . 
G 
b) If p/O and G is p-free then we have the same result as in a). 
c) If p^O and G is p-finite from above, let H e Γ be such that for every 
H' e Г with Η' С Η the index (Η : Η') is not divisible by p. Let Η e Γ . 
We have the equality 
m(H) = (H : H o H ' ) (H : H^iH')" 1 m(H ) . 
Because (H : H o H ' ) is not divisible by ρ we have | (H : Η O H ' ) ! = I. 
Furthermore | (H : Η лч Η') | <_ 1. Thus from the above equality it follows that 
for all Η e Γ : 
|m(H)| < |m(H0)| . 
From a), b), c) we obtain: 
с = max { |m(H) | | Η e IV} 
G 
which means among other things that с с |к| and hence 
llcjG-ioll,,, = |к|. 
We define the number d by 
d = inf{|m(H)| | H e r G}. 
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Remark. In (4.4.4) we shall discuss the relationship between the numbers d,c 
and the properties of the triple G,K,m for a special kind of groups of LG
n
. 
(2.2.8) The question arises how to normalize the Haar measure. We shall make 
the agreement that the constant с of (2.2.6) is equal to 1. However, in some 
cases we have to make another choice for c. In these cases we shall warn the 
reader. Note that the choice "c=l" determines the Haar measure up to a multi­
plicative constant λ б К with |λ|= 1. 
(2.3) IgligiiS· 
(2.3.1) Discrete groups. 
Let G be any group with the discrete topology. Every n.a. field К is suitable 
with respect to G. С (G —*• К) consists of all functions : G —• К which "tend 
to zero at infinity". (See (1.0.13)). A left (right) Haar integral is given by 
m(f) = I f(x). (f é C^ÍG -*- К)) 
X Í G 
(2.3.2) The additive group of the p-adic numbers. 
Let ρ be a prime number. We shall denote by Q the field of the p-adic numbers, 
by I I the valuation on Q and by 2 the set {a e 0 1 lol < I). 1
 'Ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ ' 'ρ -
" — η " 
Take η f î. Then |x-y| < p defines an equivalence relation on Q . 
ι J ι ρ _ ч Чр 
Choose in every equivalence class an element. The set of these elements will be 
denoted by R . 
' η 
Let G = Q (the additive group). A n.a. field (valuation : | |) is suitable 
with respect to G if and only if x(k) φ p. This follows from Theorem (2.2.3) and 
from the facts that G is not p-finite from above and that G is q-free for every 
prime number q ^ p. We normalize the Haar measure on G by taking m(2 ) = 1. 
Let ε,^ . be the characteristic function of the sphere with center ξ and radius 
( ς , η ) 
ρ . Then 
Thus the Haar 
lim Σ f(ζ) ε, , ™ f (uniformly). 
η-» ξίΚ
 (
'
Ç
'
n; 
η 
integral of a function f e С (G —*· К) is given by 
m(f) = lim p" n Σ ί(ξ). (See(2.2.6)) 
η-*» ÇeR 
η 
(2.3.3) The multiplicative group of the p-adic numbers. 
Let G be Q (the multiplicative group) with the topology induced by that of Q . 
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For similar reasons as in (2.3.2) a n.a. field К is suitable with respect 
to G if and only if x(k) φ p. For s « G, we can consider |s| as an element 
of К which number we shall denote by <s>. Clearly <st> = <s><t> for all s.teG. 
Returning to the example (2.3.2) we see that for every s e Q , f e C ( Q —»• K) 
ρ
 ш
 Ρ 
/f(x)dm(x) = <s> /f(sx)dm(x) 
(m being the Haar measure on Q ). In fact, both integrals f ι—• /f(x)dm(x) 
and f ь-¥ /f(sx)dm(x) are invariant, so their ratio is constant. The value 
of this constant can be found by putting f = ε_ . Now for f e С (Q —* К) 
f(χ) · ρ 
we have lim • 0 so we can consider the function 
x-»0 <x> 
f(x) 
X V—• — — -
<x> 
as an element of С (Q —>• K) and we find that the functional m* , given by 
m*(f) - ƒ - ^ - dm(x) 
<x> 
is a Haar integral on С (Q —* K). Indeed, take s e Q , f e C ( Q —* K), 
OD η Π CO Л 
then 
m*(f
s
) = ƒ ^^- dm(x) = <s> ƒ f ( s x ) dm(x) = <s><s>"1 m^f) = m*(f). 
<x> <sx> 
(2.3.4) The group Τ = { a e Q | |a| =1}. 
Consider Τ as a subgroup of Q . Let К be a n.a. field with x(k) Φ p. For s e Τ 
P P ρ 
we have <s> = 1. Every f e С (Τ —• Κ) we can extend to a function 
oo ρ 
f e С (Q —• К), which is done by taking the values of f equal to zero for 
OO ρ 
Ρ Ρ 
Then 
is a Haar integral on Τ . 
Ρ 
m (f ) (f e С (Τ -> К)) 
» ρ 
(2.4) The modular_function. 
In this section we shall introduce the modular function on a G e· LG and we 
shall compare unimodularity of G e LG
n
 with unimodularity in the "classical" 
sense. Throughout (2.4) we suppose G 6 LG , К is a n.a. field with residue 
class field k. We shall always write I for the identity of any field L, η for 
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the element η.I of L (пег). In practice this does not cause confusion even 
when we are dealing with different fields. 
(2.4.1) Lemma. Let В = (H.). be a neighbourhood basis of the identity 
(n.b. of id.) of G where H. e Г for all i e l . Let m : В —* К 
ι G 
have the following properties . 
(i) m is bounded. 
(ii) For every Η.,Η. with H. с H., m(H.) = (Η. : H.) m(H.). 
i j ι J J J ι i 
Then m can be extended (uniquely) to a left (right) Haar 
integral on С (G —* К). 
Proof. For any a e G and i e I we define m(aH.) = m(H.). The elements of В 
together with their left cosets form a basis F of the topology of G. One can 
easily verify that F satisfies the condition of Theorem (1.1.2). Also the 
function m : F —*• К, defined above, satisfies the conditions of Theorem (1.1.2), 
So there is exactly one integral m'on С (G —• К) which is an extension of m. 
Using Remark 2 of Theorem (2.1.5) we find that ιη'((ε ) ) = m' (ε ) for all 
V e Ω and s e G. Then the left invariance of m' follows very easily for G 
step functions. Because m' is a bounded integral we can conclude that m' is 
left invariant. 
Remarks. 
1) The same proof (with right cosets instead of left cosets) works for the 
right Haar integral. 
2) If we read in Lemma (2.4.1) IR for К and replace m by the real Haar integral y 
and "bounded" by "positive" then we get a lemma which is also true. 
V 
Suppose К is suitable with respect to G. Then, if m is the left Haar measure 
ÏC t 
on G, for every t € G the function f ι—>• m (f ) is a left invariant integral on 
ν 
С (G —* К). Because of Theorem (2.2.3) (i) there is a function Δ : G —* К such 
that 
m
K(ft) = AK(t)mK(f) 
у 
for all f È C^ÍG —*• К) and for all t e G. We call A the modular function of G 
with respect to K. 
Let us consider the real Haar measure μ on G and the real modular function Δ . 
IR (See< 4 >(15.12)). It is well-known that Δ is a continuous homomorphism : 
TO 
G —KO,») and it is not very hard to prove that Δ takes its values only in the 
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prime field Q of IR. 
(2.4.2) Theorem. Let К be suitable with respect to G. Then 
ν 
(i) Δ is a continuous homomorphism :G — > · Τ = { α Ε Κ | |a| = l} 
(ii) Δ takes its values only in the prime field of K. 
Proof, (i) Let f £ C^G —> K) and mK(f) / 0. Because of fSt = (f5^ it 
follows that AK(st) = AK(s) AK(t) for all s,t e G. Because of 
max {|mK(H)| | H e г } = 1 
G 
К 
(see (2.2.8)) we can find H e r with |m (H)| = 1. Let s e G. We get 
Cr 
|лК(з)| = |mK(Hs) I <_ 1. But also | A K ( S _ 1 ) | <_ 1, thus |лК(з)| = 1. 
К t к 
The continuity of Δ follows from the continuity of t ι—• f and m . 
(ii) Take s e G and H e Γ_ with Im (Η)I = 1. The set Hs is in П and 
therefore Hs is the disjoint union of η left cosets of an H' С Η (Η' e г ). 
Now 
U
K( S) = m
K(Hs) . mK(H) ' - nmK(H,)mK(H) ' = n(H : H') ', 
so that Л(з) is in the prime field of K. 
(2.4.3) Theorem. Let К be suitable with respect to G. Then for all 
f e C
m
(G —у К) 
;f(x)dmK(x) = /fix"1) AK(x"1)dmK(x). 
Proof. (See <4>, (15.14)). The function χ i-> fix"') ΔΚ(χ~1) is in C^G —ν К) . 
— ι к — ι к
 ,ж1 
The functional χ ·—• ff(χ ) Δ (χ ) dm (χ) is bounded and left invariant. From 
Theorem (2.2.3) (i) there is λ e К for which 
x;f(x)dmK(x) = /fix"') AK(x"1)dmK(x) 
for all f e С (G —>• К). In order to prove that λ=1 we shall make a special 
ν 
choice for f namely f = ε„ where Η is a group in Γ such that |m (H)| = 1. 
Η Lr 
Now ΔΚ(χ) = mK(Hx). mK(H)~1 = 1 for all χ e Η and XmK(H) = /ε„(*~1) dmK(x) 
K
 H 
= m (H), hence λ=1. 
(2.4.4) Definition. Let К be suitable with respect to G. G is called K-uni-
modular if Δ (χ) = 1 for all χ e G. 
It is clear that if G is either abelian or compact or discrete then G is K-uni-
modular for every suitable K. 
V 
(2.4.5) Theorem. (For suitable K) G is K-unimodular if and only if m is 
inverse invariant. 
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Proof. (See <4>, (15.16)). If G is K-unimodular then from Theorem (2.4.3) 
К К 
it follows that m is inverse invariant. Now suppose that m is inverse 
invariant. From Theorem (2.4.3) we obtain 
/f(x) EjjU) (ûK(x)-l) dmK(x) = 0 
for all f б С (G —• К) and U e Ω,. From Definition (1.2.1) (i) we get 
OD G 
ІМд
к
-і) | |
т
 = l U ^ - n i L = о. 
ν 
Because this is true for all U € Ω we have Δ = I. 
G 
In the next two theorems we shall compare unimodularity of G for different 
fields. 
(2.4.6) Theorem. If G is unimodular with respect to the real Haar measure μ 
then G is K-unimodular for every suitable K. 
Proof. We can choose μ in such a way that for every V £ И μ(ν) is a positive 
rational number. Let К be a suitable n.a. field. We have to distinguish two 
cases. 
(i) χ(Κ) = 0. There is an isomorphism φ from the prime field of Ш onto the 
prime field of K. For every Η e Γ_ we define 
m
K(H) = φ(μ(Η)). 
It is clear that m :Г^ —• К satisfies condition (ii) of Lemma (2.4.1). 
К 
In order to prove that m is bounded it is sufficient to show that there is a 
group H. € Г., such that for all H € Г. : H с Н
л
 and I (Н_ : Η) I = 1. 
If x(k) = 0 this is trivial. If x(k) = ρ Φ 0 then G is p-finite from above, so 
there exists H £ Γ such that for all Η с Η the index (Η : Η) is not divisible 
U G U О у. 
by ρ, i.e. Ι(Η- : Η)I = 1. By Lemma (2.4.1) we can extend m to a left Haar 
К integral on С (G —* К). From the construction of m and the fact that G is uni-
m
 К К 
modular with respect to μ we obtain m (Hs) = m (H) for all s e G, H e Γ . 
Hence д = 1. 
(ii) χ(Κ) = ρ φ 0. G is p-finite from above. The prime field of К is the field 
IF of ρ elements. For a moment, consider the values μ(Η) (Η e Γ ) as p-adic 
Ρ G 
numbers. We choose μ such that for all H e r μ(Η) is a p-adic integer and such 
G 
that yiH') has the p-adic value 1 for some H' e Γ„. Let ψ denote the canonical 
G 
homomorphism : {aeO I | a | < 1} —+ F . We def ine for H £ Γ_ : 
ρ — ρ G 
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m
K(H) = ψ(μ(Η)). 
Plainly |mK(H) I < 1 for all Η e г , so m K : Γ_ —»• К is bounded. m K φ О. 
Again by Lemma (2.4.1) we can extend m to a left Haar integral on 0^(0 —>• К). 
ν 
For the same reasons as in (i) we have that Δ = I . 
(2.4.7) Theorem. If G is K-unimodular where К is a suitable field with 
χ(Κ) = 0 then G is unimodular with respect to the real Haar 
measure. 
ν 
Proof. We may suppose that for Η £ Γ m (H) is in the prime field of K. 
— 1 К The function Η ι—>ψ (m (Η)) (φ as in Theorem (2.4.6)) satisfies condition 
-1 К (ii) of Lemma (2.4.1). Furthermore we can arrange that φ (m (H)) is positive 
for all H e Γ . By Remark 2 of Lemma (2.4.1) we can extend the function 
- I K 
Η ·—>φ (m (H)) to a real left Haar integral μ on С (G —»-IR), μ is also right 
invariant. 
We can use Theorem (2.4.6) for the next two theorems. 
(2.4.8) Theorem. If G possesses a normal subgroup H e r then G is K-unimodular 
for every suitable K. 
Proof. We shall prove that G is unimodular with respect to μ . In that case it is 
"~"~"^  IR 
clear that μ(Η) φ 0. For every s e G we have sH = Hs , hence Δ = 1. 
(2.4.9) Theorem. Let К be suitable with respect to G. Then Δ = 1 on every 
compact subgroup С of G. 
Proof. In the case where χ(Κ) = 0 we have for Η e. Γ that m (H.C) φ 0. Let с e С 
— — — G 
К К К — 1 IR 
then Δ (с) = m (H.С.с), m (H.C) = 1. The same proof works for Δ . 
Now let χ(Κ) = ρ Φ 0. We can use the function ψ of Theorem (2.4.6). For every V e Ω 
with mK(V) φ 0 
m
K(Vc) = iKu(V.c)) = φ(μ(ν)) - mK(V) 
for all с e С Thus Δ = 1 on С. 
(2.5) Examgles. 
(2.5.1) Let χ(Κ) = 2 then every G for which К is suitable is K-unimodular because 
the multiplicative group of the prime field of К consists of only one element. 
(Compare Theorem (2.4.6) and Theorem (2.4.7)). 
К 
More generally, if χ(Κ) = ρ Φ 0, then G/Ker Δ has a finite order η which is a 
divisor of ρ - 1. 
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(2.5.2) A group which is not unimodular. 
This example is derived from <4> (15.17),(g). 
We consider the multiplicative group G of all matrices of the form 
(Q f) (а. ß « «p.« * 0). 
2 
We topologize G as a subset of Q , hence G e LG.. A η.a. field К is suitable 
if and only if x(k) ^  p. Notation | | as in Example (2.3.2). 
The matrices of the type 
<¿ ?) (ß - Qp) 
form a closed subgroup of G, which is isomorphic to Q . By Theorem (2.4.9) 
К (Q is the union of its compact subgroups) Δ = 1 on this subgroup. 
γ 
We shall compute Δ (a) where 
a- (J?) (Y с у . 
By a simple calculation it follows that aH = 11,3 where 
H
o
 = { (
o ?> I l , - e l p < · · i ß l p * , } 
Η, - ί ζ f) I l . - a l ^ i , | в |
р
< Ι Υ Γ 1 ) . 
Now ЛК(а) = mK(H0a"
1). m K(H 0)"
,
 = i/oi, )mK(H0)"
1
 = <γ>"
,
 . 
(Notation < > as in (2.3.3)). Because of 
g = (0 ,) = (0 ,) (0 ,) (a,ß с Qp) 
we obtain 
Remark. 
Δ (g) = <α> , 
If χ(Κ) = q where ρ = 1 mod q then G is К - unimodular. 
CHAPTER III 
THE BANACH ALGEBRA L(G -* K) 
(3.0) Non^Archimedian_Banach_algebras. 
In this section К will be a n.a. field. 
(3.0.1) Definition. A non-Archimedean (n.a.) Banach algebra over К is a 
K-algebra, together with a norm, under which it is a 
n.a. Banach space over К and such that norm and multi­
plication satisfy the inequality | |xy| | <_ | |x| | | |y| | 
for all χ and y. 
It is clear how to define notions such as "commutative n.a. Banach algebra 
with(out) an identity", "bounded homomorphism", "closed ideal", "quotient norm". 
In this section we only consider commutative Banach algebras over K. Let A,В be 
such algebras. If I с A is a closed ideal then by A/I we denote the K-algebra 
A/I provided with the quotient norm. An ideal I с к is called regular if A/I has 
an identity. A K-algebra homomorphism φ : A —• В is called an isomorphism 
of Banach algebras if φ is a continuous bijection with a continuous inverse 
φ"
1
 : В —> Α. 
(3.0.2) For later use we are listing some facts about n.a. Banach algebras. 
We are omitting the proofs which are simple and well-known in the "classical" 
theory of Banach algebras. (See <4>, Appendix C). 
(i) Every regular maximal ideal of A is closed. 
(ii) If I с A is a closed ideal then A/I is a n.a. Banach algebra. 
(iii) If φ : A —•В is a continuous homomorphism and I с A, J С В are closed 
ideals with φ(I) С J then the canonical homomorphism φ : A/I —• B/.T 
satisfies ||ф|| <^  ІІФІІ · Moreover, if φ is surjective, I = Ker φ and 
J = (0) then φ : A/I —>- В is an isomorphism of Banach algebras. 
(See (1.0.11)). 
We shall make some remarks about some types of n.a. Banach algebras. Let X e LC,-.. 
The n.a. Banach space С (X —• К) , provided with the multiplication (fg)(x) = 
f(x) g(x) for all χ e X (f,g e С (Χ —• Κ)), is a n.a. Banach algebra. The next 
two theorems give us important properties of these spaces. Furthermore we will 
introduce the n.a. Banach algebras of the type KÍX } _. 
(3.0.3) Theorem. (Stone-Weierstrass theorem). Let X e L C n· Suppose A is a 
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subalgebra of C£X —* К) such that 
(i) the functions of A separate points, 
(ii) for every χ e X there exists f e A with f(χ) φ 0. 
Then Ä = Cœ(X —> К) where Ä is the closure of A. 
Proof. See <5>. 
(3.0.4) Theorem. Let X e LC . Then for every closed ideal I с (^ (X —* K) the 
set a(I) = {x e X | f(x) = 0 for all f e 1} is a closed 
subset of X. 
For every closed subset С с X the set 8(C) = {f e Cœ(X —• К) | 
f(с) = О for all с e С) is a closed ideal of Cœ(X —+ К). For 
every closed subset С С X, a(ß(C)) = С. For every closed ideal 
I С CJX —· K), B(o(I)) = I. 
Proof. See <12>. Compare <4>, (C.30). 
Corollary. Every closed maximal ideal of C^CX —• K) has codimension 1, every 
closed prime ideal of С (X —>· К) is maximal. 
Definition of К {X } .. (See also <3>, <10>,<15> and <17>). 
s s*b 
(3.0.5) The algebra Κ [χ ,...,Χ ] of polynomials in η variables X. X with 
coefficients in К will be provided with a norm. If f = .Γ, ξ.Μ. (ξ. β K.M. 
^ 1=1 ι ι ι ' ι 
are all different monomials, i = I,...,m) we put 
I If I I = m a x Ι ξ . I . 
i 
It can easily be proved that this norm is multiplicative i.e. | |fg| | = | |f | |.| |g| | 
for all f,g e κ[χ.,...,χ]. The completion of κ[χ.,...,χ] with respect to this 
norm we denote by K{X.,...,X }. It is a n.a. Banach algebra over К with a multipli­
cative norm and it can be interpreted as the algebra of all power series in η 
variables converging on {(λ \ ) e K | |λ.|<_1 for all i}. 
(3.0.6) Theorem, (i) The ring K{X.,...,X } is noetherian and factorial. 
(ii) Every ideal of K{X,,...,X } is closed. ¿ ]
 n 
(iii) Every K-algebra homomorphism : ΚίΧ.,.,.,Χ } —* ΚίΧ,,...,Χ } b¿ i n l m 
is continuous. 
Proof. (i) See <15> (Theorem 2 and 3); (See also <3>). 
(ii) See < 3>(p. 413). 
(iii) See < 3>(Theorem 1 p.398). 
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(3.0.7) We can carry out a similar construction for algebras of the type 
К [x ] „ which we define as follows. Let S be any set. By definition 
s s«b
 m 
К [x ] с is the algebra of all polynomials f = Σ ξ. M., where ξ. É К and 
ι=1 
η
ι \ 
where the Μ. are all different monomials of the form X ... X 
Sl Sk 
(Sj,. .. ,s k e S ; П! г^ e Ш ) , (i = 1 , . . . ,m) . Put | |f | | = max \с.^\. 
i 
The completion K{X ) _ of к[х ] „ under the norm | | | | is a n.a. Banach 
S St о S St о 
algebra over К, whose norm is multiplicative. The Banach algebra K{X ,X } 
is the quotient K{X ,Y } „/I where I is the closure of the ideal generated by 
all elements of the type Χ Y - 1 (s « S). It is not very hard to show 
that the norm on KÍX ,X } „ is multiplicative. 
s s sfS r 
(In <3>,(5.2) this has been proved by the authors under the condition that 
S is a finite set). 
(3.0.8) In the "classical" theory every commutative Banach algebra over the 
complex numbers for which every nonzero element has an inverse can be identified 
with the complex numbers. (See <4>, C.ll). In our case, however, we cannot find 
a n.a. field К over which the Banach algebras have such smooth properties. 
In fact, let К be a n.a. field. We define a valuation on the field K(X) of the 
rational functions as follows. Let h t K(X) ,h = f.g , where f,g e к[х]. 
Let к[х] be normed as in (3.0.5). We put 
I N I = llfll l l g i r 1 · 
The completion of K(X) under this valuation is a n.a. field L which is a proper 
extension of К (actually transcendental). So we have found a Banach algebra L 
over К such that the canonical injection : К —>• L is not surjective. 
(3.0.9) Definition. Let A be a n.a. Banach algebra over К and let Max A be the 
set of all regular maximal ideals of A. M e Max A is called 
(i) algebraic over K, if A/M is an algebraic extension of К 
(ii) topologically algebraic over K, if the elements of A/M which 
are algebraic over К are dense in A/M. 
(3.1) Convolution¿==The_Banach=algebra_=LiG=3i_K};. 
Throughout this section we shall work with a fixed n.a. field К which is suitable 
with respect to G e LG.. In (2.2.6) we saw that the collection of m-integrable 
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functions forms the Banach algebra С (G —• К), the multiplication being the 
pointwise product. Now we shall define another multiplication in С (G —• К), 
œ 
called convolution. (See <7>, 31.A). 
(3.1.1) Definition. Let f ,g e С (G —>· К) . We define the convolution of f with g, 
denoted f * g by 
(f * g)(χ) = ;f(xy)g(y",)dm(y) = m(f
x
g"). (χ & G) 
This definition is meaningful because for all χ e G the function yt-»· f(xy)g(y ) 
is in С (G —* К) and hence m-integrable. 
(3.1.2) Theorem. With the convolution as multiplication the n.a. normed space 
С (G —* К) is a n.a. Banach algebra over К denoted by 
L(G -> K). 
Proof. Take f,g e Cœ(G —* К) . By Theorem (2.2.1) (ii) the map χ ι—»· f 
(χ e G) is continuous. Because m is a bounded linear functional on С (G —»• К) 
the map χ ι—• m(f g ) i.e. the function χ I—» (f * g)(x) is continuous. 
In order to prove that f * g e C^ ÍG —* К) i.e. that f vanishes at infinity, 
take e>0 and choose a symmetric U e Ω such that for all x£U 
G 
|f(x)| < ε, |g(x)| < e. The set U.U is in Ω . We shall prove that (f*-g)(x) is 
G 
"small" outside U.U. Let χ ^  U.U. There are two possibilities : 
(1) y ¿ U. Then Igty"')! < ε. Hence |f(xy) gCy"1)! £ ε \\і\\„. 
(2) y e U. Then xy ^  U. Hence |f(xyígíy-1) I f. εΙ^Ι^. 
From (1) and (2) it follows that for all χ ¿ U.U 
|(f*g)(x)| 1 ||fxg"||. <.ε maxdlflL.llgllj. 
The proof of associativity of convolution is analogous to the "classical" one 
(see <7>, 31.B) and depends on the n.a. Fubini Theorem that the reader can 
find in <9>, (8.3). The validity of the other ring laws is evident. 
Furthermore we have for all f ,g « С (G —»-К) 
I I f * gl L = m a x l m ( f
x
8 ~ ) l ι l l f l L l l g l L · 
X 
Because of || || = || || (in virtue of our choice с = 1, see(2.2.8)) 
we obtain 
llf * gl i < l l f l l I M I · 
11 6 I
 'm - ' ' ' 'm '
 , 6 n
m 
The next four theorems have "classical" analogues. 
(3.1.3) Theorem. L(G —>• K) is commutative if and only if G is commutative. 
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Proof. The proof is exactly the same as in <7>, 31.C. 
(3.1.4) Theorem. L(G —>• K) has an identity if and only if G is discrete. 
Proof. Let G be discrete and let us take the Haar measure on G such that 
every set consisting of one single point has measure 1 e К. The characteristic 
function of the identity e of G is an identity for L(G —*• K) . 
Suppose L(G —·• K) has an identity u. Take S e Ω with e ^  S. For every f e L(G —* К) 
G 
which vanishes outside S 
(f * u)(e) = f (e) = 0. 
Thus for every g 6 L(G —* Κ) ^ 8 ε 5 ^ * u)( e) = m ( 8 £
s
 u ) = 0. 
,-] Hence Ι Ιε
ς
 u I I = 0 , which is saying as much as that u vanishes on S for every 
S e n for which e φ S. Thus for all χ ^  e u(x) = 0. It is clear that u(e) must 
be φ 0. The set {e} = {g e G | u(g) φ 0} is open because of the continuity 
of u. Apparently {e} is a neighbourhood of e so G has the discrete topology. 
(See <7>, 31.D), 
(3.1.5) Definition. Let H e Γ , s β G and suppose that tn(H) φ 0. We define 
~—~"—~———^ — G 
u „ £ L(G —* К) as 
Sri 
u
s H = ,ηαο-'ε s H . 
An easy computation shows that for all Η б Γ with m(H) ^ 0 u *• u = uIT i.e. 
G H H H 
u is idempotent. Furthermore m(u ) = I. 
H H 
(3.1.6) Theorem. (Approximate identity of L(G —'"К)). 
For every f 6 L(G —*• K) and ε > 0 there is Η e Γ with I m(H) I = 
G 
such that for all H' С H, H' e Г 
G 
I |f * u H , - f I |œ < e, 
I Iv * f " f 11«. < ε · 
Proof. For small Η e г
г
 we have I m(H)I = 1. Because of the left and right 
uniformly continuity of f we can find Η e Γ_ with |m(H)| = 1 such that 
|f(x) - f(y)| <ε whenever xy"1 e Η, x ^ y e Η. Now let Η' С Η,Η' e Γ and s e· G. 
Our first remark is that |m(H')| = 1. Now |(f * u ,)(s) - f(s) | = 
= |;f(sy)uH,(y"1) dm(y) - f(s)| = | ƒ uH,(y"l)(f(sy) - f(s)) dm(y)| < 
<_ sup | f(sy) - f(s) | <_e. Thus | |f * u , - f | | <
 ε
. 
y« Η' η « 
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|(uHl * f) (s) - f(s)I = |/uH,(sy) f(y"1) dm(y) - f(s)| = 
= |/uHl(y) fiy^'s) dm(y) - f(s)| = UuHl(y) (f(y~'s) - f(s)) dm(y) | <_ 
_<sup IfCy"^) - f(s)| £ ε. Thus | |u , * f - f|| <
 e
. (See <7>, 31.E). 
ycH' 
(3.1.7) Theorem. A closed subset of L(G —»-К) is a left (right) ideal if and 
only if it is a left (right) invariant linear subspace. 
Proof. Let I С L(G —• K) be a closed left ideal. Then I is a left invariant 
subspace. (See <7>, 31.F). 
Now let I be a closed left invariant subspace. Take f e I and ε > 0. From 
Theorem (3.1.6) it follows that there is Η e Γ such that for all H' с Η, 
H
'
 e rG 
ІІ *
 f
 -
 f l l » < ε · 
For s e G we have ( u , , * f) = (u,,,) * f. Since ( u
u
, ) = u _ , „ , we can ti s u s r i s s u 
w r i t e 
I l u - l u i ~ f I I < ε. 
It follows that for every step function g there is a function h t I such that 
||g*f - h|| <ε. 
Because I is closed, g * f el. Using the closedness of I again we find 
g' * f e I for all g' 6 L(G —• K). 
(3.2)Quotient
=
measure. 
If G e LG- and К is a suitable n.a. field then by Theorem (2.1.4) for every 
closed normal subgroup H С G we have H 6 LG and G/H e LG . By Theorem (2.2.5) 
К is suitable with respect to both H and G/H. Left Haar measures on G,H,G/H we 
will denote by m , m^, m ,„ respectively. 
(According to (2.2.8) we suppose that the constants с , с , с , are all equal 
G rt Cj / rl 
to I). 
Let π : G —>- G/H be the canonical homomorphism. We shall write χ instead of 
TT(X) (X é G) . 
(3.2.1) Theorem. Let G e LG- and H ¿l G be a closed normal subgroup. Then, if К 
is a suitable n.a. field and if m , ην,, m ,„ are suitably norma­
lized, the homomorphism тг : G —>• G/H induces a homomorphism 
π : L(G —* K) -* L(G/H —> K) 
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which is surjective and has norm 1. 
The proof of this theorem results from the next three lemmas. In these 
lemmas we will assume that m and nu are already chosen. 
(3.2.2) Lemma. Let f e L(G —* К). The function ττ(ί) , defined on G/H by 
π(£) (χ) = ;f(xt) dmH(t) (x e G) 
is an element of С (G/H —• K). Moreover, π is a continuous 
linear map : L(G —* K) —* Cœ(G/H —* К). Im π is dense in 
C^G/H —• K) . 
Proof. For every χ é G the function t ·—> f(xt) (t e H) is in L(H —* K) and, 
because the function χ ·—»· îî(xt)dinH(t) (χ e G) is constant on the cosets of 
Η the definition of ir(f) makes sense. Because of the continuity of χ l·—> f |H 
(x e G) and the continuity of IIL, their composition χ (—* nu,(f |н) is also 
continuous. Using the openness of π we find that π(ί) is a continuous function 
on G/H. In order to prove that Tr(f) vanishes at infinity, let e > 0. 
There is a compact set С с G such that |f(y)| < ε whenever у £ С. тт(С) is 
compact and for χ φ π(С) we have xH О С = Φ. Thus 
|iT(f)(x)| <_ sup |f(xt)| = sup |f(y)| <_ ε . 
teU у e xH 
Clearly π is linear. The continuity of π follows from ||π(ί)|| = 
» sup |n4,(f | Н Я ! S UP S UP |f(xt)| £ l l f I L · 
xéG X x«G teH 
Finally we have to prove that Im π is dense in С (G/H —* K). Let U e Г_, s « G. 
An easy computation shows 
π(ε8υ) = t y u ^ H ) ε π ( 3 υ ) . 
From this formula we see that every step function of С (G/H —> K) lies in Im π . 
Hence Im π is dense in С (G/H —• K). 
(3.2.3) Lemma. With a well-chosen left Haar measure on G/H, π is a homomorphism 
of L(G -> K) into L(G/H —»• K). 
Proof. To begin with we choose (arbitrarily) a left Haar measure m' on G/H. 
The functional θ , defined on L(G —*- K) by 
e(f) = /ÏCf) (χ) dm'(x) 
is a left invariant,linear, continuous and nonzero functional. Indeed, because of 
Lemma (3.2.2) the definition of θ makes sense. Plainly θ is left invariant and 
linear. Because of the fact that Im π is dense in С (G/H —>· K) we see θ 4 0. 
The continuity of θ follows from the continuity of π and m'. It follows that θ 
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is a Haar integral on С (G —• К). We choose m' such that θ = m„ and we write 
° » G 
m„/t, instead of m'. G/ H 
That с , = 1 we can easily see by taking f = ε , where U e Γ such that the 
absolute values of the measures of U, U/~> H, 11(11) are maximal in G,H,G/H simul­
taneously. We know that 
'<V = V U ^ H ) S,(u)· 
In virtue of our choice of m , we have 
mG(U) = ra^U^H). mG/H(ir(U)). 
Because of с = с = 1 we see |m , (π(υ)) | = 1. Hence с ,„ = 1. 
Now we will show that π is a homomorphism. Let f ,g e L(G —*• K) and χ e G. 
Î(f *g)(x) = ;;f(xsy)g(y"1) dmG(y) dirais) = f(f gCy"' s)dmH(s) )f (xy)dmG(y) = 
^(g)(y "1)f(xy)dmG(y) = ;π(8)(? "1)Î(f)(iy)dmG/H(y) = (π(£) * π(8))(χ) . 
(3.2.4) Lemma. π is surjective and ||π|| = 1. 
Proof. I = Ker π is a closed two-sided ideal of L(G —*" K) . Thus π induces 
a homomorphism 
φ : L(G ->K)/I —• L(G/H -* K) . 
It is sufficient to show that φ is an isometrical isomorphism of Banach algebr 
Because Im π is dense, Im i is dense. So we only have to prove 
||f mod I|| = |!Uf) IL- (f « L(G — К ) ) 
ι . 'Чу • · I l i l 
For every f e L(G —>• К) and g e l | |ττ(ί) | | <_ | [f-g | 1^ which follows dire 
from the definitions. Thus for all f e L(G — v K) 
|!f mod I|| > |P(f)|L. 
In order to prove the opposite inequality it is sufficient to show that 
||ï(f)||œ L ini {||f-g|L I 8 « i> 
holds for step functions f e L(G —• К). 
For every U e Г , s e G we have the equality 
ΐ(ε3υ) = n^CUOH) ε π ( 5 υ ) . 
(See the proof of Lemma (3.2.2)). 
Now let f = ν
 λ e
 he a step function. Then 
l-I 1 S . U r 
1 
ï(f) = .Ε, λ. »„(un Η) ε
;
_
π 
,..(0)· 
Taking together the terms for which the corresponding sets s.Tr(U) are the same 
we get : 
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r 
Hf) = ^ ξ. ^ ( и Л Н ) ε - _
π ( υ ) . 
We may suppose t h a t | i i L ( U r i H ) | = 1. Then I l i r C f ) ) ^ = max | ξ . | . 
j 3 
Choose f e L(G —>· K) as follows : 
f1 " Λ Çj et.u· 
We see tha t π ί ί . ) = π(£) i . e . f-f. e I . Furthermore 
I If, I L = l l ' t f î l L - ma* l ç i l · 
j 
which proves the lemma. 
Remarks. 
1) Let us consider the special case H e Γ . Then for all f 6 L(G —»• Κ), χ e G 
-1 
we have (f >e ε^ ) (χ) = /f(xy) ε (y )dm (χ) = ff (xy)diiL(y) (after choosing 
1\.(Н) •= m (Η)). Thus we can write 
w(f) (x) = (f * ε
Η
)(χ). 
2) Ëet Н е Г with m (Η) φ 0. Choose ITL(H) = 1. For any f e L(G —*• К) we can 
obtain π(ί) first by applying the endomorphism f ι—• f * u and then by taking 
η 
the function f *• u as a function on G/H. 
Η 
3) In <I3> H. Reiter proves the classical analogue of Theorem (3.2.1). 
(3.3) Some_2ro2erties_gf_LÍG_^í_K¿_for^commutative_G¿ 
In this section we shall only consider commutative groups in LG . Furthermore 
we shall assume that the n.a. field К is suitable with respect to the group con­
cerned. The results of (3.3) form an introduction to a non-Archimedean Fourier 
Theory which will be developed in Chapter V. 
(3.3.1) Notations. Given G and K, we shall denote the collection of all regular 
maximal ideals in L(G —• K) by Max L(G —>• Κ) , the collection 
of all regular maximal ideals in L(G —• K) with codimension 1 
by MaxK L(G -*• K) . 
For any M e Max L(G —• K) we shall denote the canonical homo-
morphism : L(G -* K) —*• L(G -* K)/M by φ . 
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(3.3.2) Some remarks. 
(i)Let M e Max L(G —* K). By (3.0.2) (i) M is closed. Under the quotient 
norm || || the field L(G -* K)/M is a n.a. Banach algebra over K, ||φ || < I. 
(ii)For every s e G; f,g e L(G —* К) (f*- g) = f * g = f*-g. Now let 
H,H' e Г with m(H) φ 0, m(H') 4 0. Then for every s,t e G G 
U
sH* UtH' = UStHH·· 
( i i i ) F o r e v e r y M e Max L(G —*- K) and H б Г w i t h m(H) φ 0 we h a v e 
2 
Ф.,( и „) = Φ·.("ττ) i . e . Ф„(и,
т
) i s e i t h e r 0 o r 1 . We can a lways f i n d H e Г s u c h t h a t M H M H M H G 
Ф„( = ·· 
(3.3.3) Theorem. Given M e Max L(G —* К) the function a,, : G —•· L(G —* К)/M defined 
M by 
aM(s) = Фм(£д) Фм(£) ' (f e L(G — К), f φ M; s e G) 
has the following properties. 
(i) a., does not depend on f. 
M E 
(ii) α is a continuous homomorphism of G into the multiplicative 
group of L(G —» K)/M. 
(iii) ||a (s)|| = 1 for all s e G. 
Proof. For the proof of (i) and (ii) see <7> , 34.A. If H e Γ with Ф„(и
и
) = 1 
"—"• G Μ Η 
then for all H' С Η, Η' € І^  uH, * " Η = " Η, so *M(uH.) = 1. 
Thus if we take Η e Γ "small enough" we have |m(H) | = 1 and Ф..(и ) = 1 . G Μ Η 
For s € G I 1^(8)11 =||Φ
Μ
 ("S-1H)II = «f íl|us-lH - gIL I g β M) = 
= inf {||u -g|| | g e M}. Because of ||u || 1 we obtain for all 
н <» _ н "> _. 
s e G ||oiM(s)|| < 1. Now | 1^(5 )|| > 11^(8)11 >_ 1 for ail s 6 G. 
Hence 
I^Cs) | | = 1 . (s e G) 
(3.3.4) Theorem. The homomorphism φ can be described as follows. If Η e Γ 
-
"~—^
--
"— pi G 
with |m(H) | = I and Ф^и,.) = 1, and (a.)·
 T is a set of 
M ri l i s i 
representatives of the cosets of H, then for all f É Líe —>• К) 
φ (f) = Σ ^(a· - 1) / f(x)
 EaH(x)dm(x). 
i é I i 
Proof. For s é Η we find (^ (s) = Ф
м
(ид-1
н
) ^м^Н^ = '' H e n c e H c K e r %,· 
Now denote by ψ the function 
f •->· . Σ
 τ
 α „(a."1) ƒ„ f (χ) dm (χ), i e l M i a.Η 
ι 
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This sum exists. In fact, given ε > 0 there are only a finite number of cosets 
of Η whose contribution to the sum has norm greater than e . Moreover, ψ is a 
continuous К - linear map : L(G —* K) —* L(G —* K)/M. It is not very hard to 
prove that ψ(ί) = Φ
Μ
(ί) = I for all functions of the type i^, (H't Ι^ ,Η' С Η). 
For f = u , (s € G) we get ψ(ί) = Фм(Е) = сч/3 )· Taking linear combi­
nations we conclude that i|i(f) = Ф
м
(£) for all step functions f e L(G —*· К). 
Both ф„ and ψ are continuous, hence ψ = φ... 
M M 
Remark. 
From the proof of Theorem (3.3.4) it follows that for every M с Max L(G —» K) 
OL^  has an open kernel. Now let H С Ker α (Η e Γ , m(H) 4 О) . We find 
Φ«(0 = -f "«(Χ) <lm(x) = 1. Thus for Η e Γ with m(H) 4 0 the statements 
Μ Π Η (л 
"φ (u ) = I" and "H С Ker α
Μ
" are equivalent. 
(3.3.5) Theorem. If M e Мах^ L(G —* К) then the quotient norm on L(G —> К)/M 
is a valuation, so L(G —*• K)/M can be identified with К as a 
n.a. field. The homomorphism φ can be written as 
Ф
М
Ш = ƒ f (χ) tyx'^dmix). (f e L(G -> К)) 
Proof. L(G —• Κ)/M is a one-dimensional vector space over K. We have to 
show that the identity 1 of L(G —* K)/M has norm at most 1. In other words 
we must find f e L(G -> К) with ф
м
(£) = 1 and inf { | | f-g| \
m
 \ g e M} <_ 1 . 
Take f = u H where H e ^ , |m(H) | = 1, ΦΜ("Η) = '. then ||uH||a) = 1. 
Certainly inf { | |uH-gl l„ I g 6 M} <_ 1. 
In order to prove the second statement, choose H and (a.). as in Theorem 
(3.3.4). Then we have the following equality 
Σ
 V a i " l ) f ea.H = f "M*'· (f «UG-K)) 
ιβΐ ι 
Because m is continuous m(f α ) = Σ ^(a. )m(£ ε & „). Now apply 
Theorem (3.3.4). 
(3.3.6) Definition. Let T,_ = {χ e К | |x| = ]}. By (G.T,.) we mean the 
group of all continuous homomorphisms : G —*• T„ which have 
an open kernel. 
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With the compact open topology (G,Τ ) is a topological group. It can easily 
be verified that (,G,TV) is a O-dimensional group. It is not always true that 
(G,Τ,,) is locally compact. (Take G = % with the discrete topology. Let К be 
К 
not locally compact. Then Τ is not locally compact. The map α ι—s- α(1) 
(α e- (# , Ό ) is an isomorphism of topological groups : (г,Т„) —> Τ„. Thus 
К N К. 
(Ζ',Τ-.) is not locally compact). 
K. 
(3.3.7) Theorem. The map Μ ι—* OL, of the set Max L(G —*• K) into the set 
(G,T ) is a bijection. 
Proof. Given any M € М а хт/ L ( G —*" K ) w e infer from Theorem (3.3.4) and Theorem 
(3.3.5) that с^ e (G,TK) and that 
Ф
м
(£) = /fíxíc^íx"1) dm(x) 
for all f e L(G —> К). From the above formula it follows that Μ ι—* OL. is 
injective. Now let α : G —>- Τ be a continuous homomorphism.Then the 
К 
function φ : L(G —*• K) —* К defined by 
φ(ί) = ƒ f(x) αίχ"1) dm(x) (f É L(G -»• K) ) 
is a homomorphism. Put M = Ker φ. Using the isomorphism of n.a. fields 
between К and L(G —* K)/M we obtain φ = φ . Thus ƒ fUMa-Oj.) (x" )dm(x) = 0 
for every f e L(G —*• К) i.e. a = QL^. 
Remark. 
From the proof of Theorem (3.3.7) it follows that, if К is suitable with respect 
to G, every continuous homomorphism α : G —>• Τ has an open kernel. (See Theorem 
(4.3.1)). 
(3.3.8) Definition, (i) For any f e L(G —* К ) , f'denotes the K-valued function 
on Max L(G —»• K) defined by 
f"(M) = Ф
м
(£). (M e MaxK L(G -* К)) 
(ii) The map f ·-»• f" (f € L(G —> K)) is called the 
Fourier transformation, and will be denoted by T. 
(3.3.9) Theorem. The compact open topology on (G,T ) is the weakest topology 
on Max,. L(G —>• K) such that all f"(f e L(G —* K)) are continuous. 
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Proof. The proof of <7>,34.C. applies with only trivial modifications, 
(We use the bijection of Theorem (3.3.7)). 
(3.3.10) From now on we shall assume that (G,T ) is topologized with the 
К 
compact open topology. Furthermore we shall identify the sets (G,T ) and 
Max L(G —• K) as topological groups. (See Theorem (3.3.7)). 
К 
For a moment, let В be the n.a. Banach algebra consisting of all bounded 
continuous functions : (G,T ) —• K, whose norm is defined by 
| | ί | |
=
 = sup {|f(a)| | a e (G,TK)}. (f e B) 
Now we have the following lemma. 
(3.3.11) Lemma. Τ is a continuous homomorphism : L(G —>• K) —>• В and 
IMI = ι. 
Proof. For any f e L(G —»• К) we have | |T f | |
ш
 = | | f " | j^ = 
= 8ир{|ф(£)| I M e MaxK L(G -> К)}. Because of ¡ | ф | | <_ 1 for all M 
we have for all f e L(G —> К) 
l l f l I < l l f | l · 
' I ' I да ' I I I да 
Now take f = e„ where H € Γ_, |m(H)| = 1. An easy computation shows that 
m(H) if Η С Ker α. 
(ε
Η
)"(α) = { 
0 if not. 
Thus I = ||
е н
||
и
 = ||(ε
Η
)-||
ά
 Hence ||τ|| = 1. 
Now let f,g e L(G -* K) and M e Max,, L(G —*• K). 
(f * g)"(M) = φ
Μ
(ί *- g) = ф
м
(£).ф
м
( 8) = Г(М). 5-(М) 1 
i.e. Τ is a homomorphism. 
(3.3.12) It appears that the study of non-Archimedean Fourier Theory leads 
to two important questions. In the first place we can ask under what conditions 
upon G and К the Fourier transformation Τ : L(G —• K) —>- Im Τ is an isomorphism 
of Banach algebras or, in other words, in what circumstances a constant d > 0 exists 
such that | | f" | | 2. dllfl!oo f o r a 1 1 f 6 L ^ G ~* K ) · T1:le o t h e r question we can 
formulate by a number of subquestions such as : If (G,T ) is locally compact does 
it have a K-valued Haar measure? Is Im Τ = С ((G,T..) —* К)? Under what condi-
tions the canonical map : G —>• ((С,Т ),Т ) is an isomorphism of topological groups? 
к. K. 
We shall try to answer these questions in Chapter IV and V. 
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(3.4) LÍS_ZÍ_5l_f°E_áiScrete abelian_grou2s. 
In this section (except in (3.4.6) G is a discrete abelian group. So for every 
n.a. field К there exists a Haar integral on С (G —• К) which we normalize by 
taking m({g}) = 1 for all g € G. Throughout (3.4) we shall write the groups 
additively. 
(3.4.1) Theorem. Let S be a subset of G. Then there exists a canonical continuous 
homomorphism 
*
 : K{Xs'XS~
,}s6S -* K G - K ) , 
and Ker φ is the closure J of the ideal generated by all polyno­
mials 
t n. t 
Π X 1 - 1. (s. e S,η. e г, t & H, Σ η.s. = О) 
. , s. ι ι ' . . l i i=l ι 1=1 
Moreover, if S generates G the induced homomorphism 
K{ X ,X "'} ,,/ΚεΓ φ -* L(G -*• K) 
S S Sib 
is an isometrical isomorphism of Banach algebras. 
Proof. Define φ(Χ ) - ε, ,, φ(Χ ) = ε, , for all s 6 S. Then φ can be 
^—~— S ISj S L"S/ 
uniquely extended to a homomorphism defined on K{ X ,X } . It is clear that 
||φ|I <_ 1 and that all polynomials of the described type are in Ker φ. Thus 
J С Ker φ. We shall show that for all f e K{X ,Χ ~1} 
s s s с S 
inf{||f-h|| | h e j} - ||Φ(ί)||„. 
For ail h с J we have | |φ(ί) | | • | U(f-h) | | <_ | |f-h| | . So we have obtained 
the inequality 
inf{| |f-h| I I h t j} >_ |U(f)| |
ш
. 
In order to prove the opposite inequality let H be the group generated by S. 
Take .Σ., λ, e,.
 г
 e Im φ . Put f - .Σ„ λ. M. 6 Κ{Χ ,Χ "'} „, heH h {h} híH h η s' s seS' 
t η. t 
where M is a monomial Π X such that e = Σ η.s.. Then 
S
 i-1 si i=l 1 1 
inf { | |f-h| I I h e J} <_ I |f I I = max |Ah| = | \i\^ E { h } | | ш - | |φ(ί) | 
The last part of the theorem follows from the above proof taking H = G. 
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(3.4.2) Theorem. G I—* L(G —• К) is a covariant functor from the category of 
discrete abelian groups into the category of the n.a. Banach 
algebras over К with an identity. 
Proof. Let σ : G —»- G' be a homomorphism of discrete abelian groups. We con­
struct a homomorphism 
a : К { X X ~]} — K{X X "'} 
8 g g«G g g g*G 
by taking σ(Χ ) « X , .. for all g é G. Clearly ||σ|| <_ 1 . If we consider 
G and G' as generating sets of G and G' respectively and if we denote the corres­
ponding ideals of Theorem (3.4.1) by J and J' respectively, then it is easy to see 
that <j(J) С J'. By (3.0.2) (iii) there is a canonical homomorphism 
(also denoted σ ) 
and ||σ|| <^  1. It is easy to verify that σ ι—* σ has the required properties. 
Remark. 
If σ is surjective then σ coincidices with the homomorphism π that we constructed 
in (3.2). 
(3.4.3) L(2n-> K). 
Let G = Ζ11 (η e DJ). We obtain (Theorem (3.4.1)) an isometrical isomorphism 
of Banach algebras 
φ : ΚίΧ,,Χ,"
1
 X
n
,X
n
"
1} -> LÍZ11-* K). 
We have stated in (3.0.7) that the norm on L(Z —• K) is multiplicative. 
(3.4.4) L(G —*· K) for a finitely generated group G. 
Let G be a finitely generated abelian group. Then G is quotient of Ζ for some 
η ί- M and because every ideal in KÍX. ,Χ. ,.. . ,X ,X } is closed (Theorem (3.0.6)) 
I I η η 
we obtain by Theorem (3.4.1) an isometrical isomorphism of Banach algebras 
φ : ΚίΧ,,Χ,"
1
 X
n
,X
n
"
1}/ (Χ,1 -1 X
n
n
-i) _^ L(G-fK). 
(The numbers k. « {0,1,2,... } (i=l,..,n) depend on G). 
(3.4.5) A maximal ideal in some L(G —» K) which is not topologically algebraic 
over K. 
(See Definition (3.0.9)). Let К be any n.a. field. Construct the n.a. field L of 
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(3.0.8). Let S = Τ = {χ e L J |x| = 1}. Put 
G = Z ( S ) . 
We know that there is an isotnetrical isomorphism of Banach algebras 
*
 : K { X
s >
X
s ~
, }
S i S - *
 L ( G - ^ K ) · 
We define a homomorphism ψ of K-Banach algebras : K{X ,X } —• L by 
taking ψ(Χ ) = s. Clearly ψ is continuous and surjective. Ker ψ is a maximal 
ideal which is not topologically algebraic over К because L is not topologically 
algebraic over К. ф(Кег ψ) has this property too. 
(3.4.6) Theorem. Let G e LG be abelian. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(K is a suitable n.a. field). 
(a) G is discrete and torsion-free . 
(b) The norm on L(G —*• K) is multiplicative. 
(c) L(G —* K) has no divisors of zero. 
Proof, (a) —* (b). It is sufficient to prove ||fg|| = ||f|| ||g|| for 
functions f,g € С (G —>- К). Otherwise stated, we may assume that G is finitely 
generated i.e. there is η t {0,1,2...} such that there exists an isomorphism of 
topological groups 
φ : z" -» G. 
In (3.4.3) we saw that the norm on L(Z —*• K) is multiplicative, so it is on 
L(G —• K). 
(b) —»• (c). Trivial. 
(c) —+ (a). Take Η e Γ . From E U * £„ = m(H) c„ and (c) it follows 
LT Η η H 
that m(H) 5Í 0. For all f e L(G —* К) we have (f * u„ - f) * u
u
 = О and because 
η π 
u
u
 Φ 0 we obtain f -У- U_, = f. Hence u1T is an identity of L(G —* K) . Because 
of Theorem (3.1,4) G is discrete. Furthermore u^ = u„? for all H,H
!
 e г . 
H H G 
This implies that H = Hr for all Н,Н! € Г i.e. G has no finite subgroups except 
the trivial group. Hence G is torsion-free. 
CHAPTER IV 
TORSIONAL GROUPS 
(4.1) І2ііІ92ІІ=іЕ2й2І· 
(4.1.1) Definition. Let G e LG be commutative. G is called a torsional group 
if for every χ € G and for every neighbourhood U of the 
identity of G there exists η € IN such that χ e U. 
It is clear that compact abelian groups in LG and discrete abelian torsion-
groups are torsional groups. 
The torsional groups form a subcategory Τ of LG . 
(4.1.2) Theorem. (i)Let G e LG
n
 be commutative and let H С G be a closed sub­
group of G. 
Then G e Τ if and only if Η e Τ and G/H e τ . 
(ii)If G,G' e Τ then the direct product G χ G' β Τ . 
Proof, (i) Suppose G e Τ . Let U be a n.b. of id. of H and S be a n.b. of id. 
of G/H. Because of the definition of the relative topology in H and the quotient 
topology in G/H, there are U', S' e Γ such that U'O Η С U and iris') с S, where 
G 
π denotes the canonical homomorphism : G —• G/H. Let xeH. There is η e IN such 
that χ с U'. Thus χ e U' r\ H с U i.e. H e- Τ . Let y 6 G. There is m с IN such that 
у
ш
 e S'. Thus іт(у)ш e TT(S') С S i.e. G/H 6 χ 
Now suppose H,G/H e X . Xake χ e G and S e- Γ . Because G/H é Τ there is η e TN 
О G O 
such that π(χ ) = π(χ) e π(S). Write χ = sh (s β S, h e H). Because 
Н е т there is m e IN such that h™ e 5^ЛН. Hence x m n e S i.e. G e Τ . 
(ii) Xhis follows almost directly from the definitions. 
(4.1.3) Theorem. Let G «• LG be commutative. The following statements are 
equivalent. 
(a)Every element of G lies in a compact subgroup of G. 
(b)G e τ 0. 
(c)For all Н е Г G/H is a torsiongroup. 
» ι 
(d)For every xeG the sequence <x ' > converges to the 
identity e e G. 
Proof, (a) _» (b). Take χ e G. There is a compact subgroup С of G such that 
χ e С. For any Η e Г we have χ e С Η e Г . Let U be a n.b. of id. of G. Cr G 
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There is H' é Γ such that Η' с U Г\ СН. Write η = (СН : Η'). Then х П e Η'С U 
i.e. G « T0. 
(b) —• (с). G/H is a discrete abelian group. By Theorem (4.1.2) (i) for 
every χ 6 G/H there is η e Ю such that хПб{е} i.e. хП=е. Thus G/H e Τ . 
0
 η 
(c) —»• (d). Let χ e G and choose H e Γ„. There is ne IN such that χ e Η, 
ι " 
so χ ' 6 Η for all m >_ η. Thus (d) . 
(d) —* ( a ) . Let χ fe G and H e Γ . Then S = \j χηΗ i s a subgroup 
G _ ry 
ne 7 
of G. Because of χ e Η for certain η éIN it follows that S is a finite union 
of compact sets so that S is compact. Plainly χ £ S. Thus (a). 
(4.1.4) Lemma. Let G e Τ , let Η С G be a closed subgroup and let 
π : G —>· G/H be the canonical homomorphism. 
(i) If S,T é Γ„, S C T then there exist S',Τ' e Γ
η
 with S'CT' 
H G 
and S'n H = S, Τ' ГЛ Η = T. 
(ii) If S.T e Γ /H, S С Τ, then there exist S',Τ' e Γ with S' С Τ' and 
π(8') = S, πίΤ') = T. 
Proof, (i) There is H 0 e Гс such that H 0 П H С S. Take S' = H0S, Τ' = HQT. 
Clearly S'.T' e Γ„, S' с Τ', S'n H O S , Τ'Γι Η D Τ. Now let χ e S T * Η. 
Then write χ = h . s (h e- Η„, s e S) . So h 6 H OH„. Thus χ e (H Π H„) S C S , 
о о О о О О ' 
i.e. S'n H С S. Same proof for Т'П H C T . 
(ii) There exists U e Г such that π(υ) С S. Write η = (S : π(υ)). 
Take x.,...,x e G such that {π(χ. ),... ,π(χ )}UTr(U) generates S. The group 
S' generated by {χ ,...,χ } U U is in Γ and níS') = S. 
For the construction of T', use {y.,...,y } U S' as generating set, where 
y. y are chosen such that {тг(у.),..., iríy )} \^J iris') generate T. 
Remark. The first part of the lemma holds for all commutative groups in LGn. 
(4.1.5) Definition. Let G e LG be commutative. We define 
(4.1.6) Theorem. Let G e LG be commutative. Then 
(i) G is an open subgroup of G and G 6. Τ . 
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(ii) G/G is discrete and torsion-free, 
с 
(iii) If H С G, H e T. then H С G . 
и с 
(iv) G e T„ if and only if G = G . O c 
Proof, (i) χ e G implies χ e G . Let χ,y e G . There exist H,H' e Γ„ such 
— — с c c G 
that χ e Η,y e Η', so xy e HH' e Γ . Hence xy e G . Clearly G is open. 
G c c 
From Theorem (4.1.3) (a) it follows G e T„. 
с О 
(ii) Because of the openness of G G/G is discrete. Let χ e G\G . 
c c с 
Suppose χ e G for some m e IN. This implies χ 6 H for some H e Γ . The group 
с G 
H' generated by H and {χ} is compact and open i.e. H' 6 Γ . Thus χ e G , contra­
dicting the assumption that χ 6 G\G . 
(iii) H e T . implies Η is complete. Thus Η is a closed subgroup of G. 
Let χ e H. Then χ б С for some compact subgroup С С G. Let S б Г then 
G 
χ 6 S.C e Γ„. Thus x e G i.e. Η с G . G с с 
(iv) Suppose G 6 Τ . By Theorem (4.1.3) (a) G = G . Suppose 
G = G . From (i) we obtain G e T„. 
с О 
(4,2) 0Е<5ег_ап<і_іп<іех
л 
In this section (except in Remark 3,4 under Theorem (4,2.6)) we shall only con­
sider torsional groups. The following two definitions are derived from <16>, 
Chap. I, (1.3). 
(4.2.1) Definition. A supernatural qumber ("nombre surnaturel") is a formal 
η 
product Πρ where ρ runs through the set of the prime 
numbers and where η is an integer > 0 or » . 
It is obvious how to define products, l.c.m., g.c.d. of elements of a set of 
supernatural numbers. Let n,m be supernatural numbers. n|m means : there is 
a supernatural number b such that m = bn. Clearly n|m and m|n implies η = m. 
(4.2.2) Definition. Let Π £ Τ . 
(i) The order of G is the supernatural number defined 
by (G: 1) = l.c.m. {(Η'ιΗ) | H С H* ; H,H' e Γς}. 
(ii) For any closed subgroup H С G the index is the super­
natural number defined by (G:H) = (G/H:1). 
(iii) We define the supernatural number (G : 1) by 
(G : l)
c
 = l.c.m. {(H':H) | H С H'¡Н.Н' e Г jH'Ή cyclic}. 
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Remark. 
For compact torsional groups Definition (4.2,2) (i),(ii) and the definition 
in <16>, Chap.I (1.3) are equivalent. 
(4.2.3) Definition. Let G é Τ . The sets o(G) and c(G) are defined as 
follows. 
(i) o(G) is the set of all numbers (H':H) where Η,Η' e Γ , G 
н' э н. 
(ii) c(G) is the set of all numbers (H':H) where Η',Η é Γ , 
Η' 3 Η and Η'/Η is a cyclic group. 
Clearly 1 e c(G) С о(G) for all G e Τ . If G is discrete then c(G) is simply 
the collection of all orders of elements of G. 
(4.2.4) Lemma. Let G é Τ and η e IN. Then 
(i) η I (G:l) if and only if η e o(G), 
(ii)n | (G:1) if and only if η e c(G). 
Proof. From the definitions it follows that (G:l) = l.c.m. {n | η e o(G)} and 
that (G:l) = l.c.m. {n | η e c(G)}. Thus, in order to prove (i), it is suffi­
cient to show that η | (G:l) implies η e o(G). Let η | (G:l). There exist 
η.,.,.,η. e o(G) such that η is a divisor of l.c.m. (η.,.,-,η.). We shall show 
that with n,m e o(G) all divisors of η and l.c.m.(n,m) are in o(G). Let n=(H':H), 
m=(L':L) where H',H,L',L e Γ , Η С Η', L С L'. Let d|n. The group H' 'H is abe-
lian and of order n, so there is a subgroup S of H'/H which has order d. We 
denote the canonical homomorphism : H' —• H'/H by π . Now π (S) is in Γ and 
-1 
(π (S) : H) = d. Hence d e o(G). Furthermore, (H'L' : H r\ L) is divisible by 
both n and m. Thus l.c.m. (n,m), as a divisor of (H'L':H Г\ L) e o(G), is in 
o(G). The same proof apart from only slight modifications works for the second 
part of the lemma. 
(4.2.5) Lemma. Let G € Τ , let Η С G be a closed subgroup and let π :Г; —> Γ,Ή 
be the canonical homomorphism. For η e IN we have 
η | (G:l) if and only if η | (G:H)(H:]). 
Proof. Let η | (G:l). There exist S,T e Г
г
, S С Τ, such that (T:S) = n. 
(See Lemma (4.2.4)). We denote the group consisting only of the identity by 1. 
Now 
i-^TnH'snH —»· τ ^  s -^  π(τ) M S ) -* ι 
-So­
is an exact sequence of finite groups. Hence (π(Τ) :TT(S)) (Τ Г\ H:S Г\ H)=n 
which implies η | (G:H)(H:1). (See the proof of Lemma (4.2.4)). 
On the other hand, let η I (G:H)(H:1). There exist S,T e Г
и
, S C T and 
H 
U,V e Γ / , U C V such that (T:S)(V:U) = η. Now take the corresponding 
G/H 
groups S'.T'.U'jV' as constructed in Lemma (4.1.4). 
We have the exact sequences 
1 -* T'V'n Η -*• T'V' —• πίΤ'ν') -> 1 
1 -* S' ri U' П Η -* S* η U' —«• π ( 5 Ό U') -* 1. 
From these sequences we obtain the exact sequence 
I —t- T'V' Π H/S'O U' η Η -f T'V'/S'/П U' -> πίΤ'ν'ί/πίΒ'/Λ U') ·* 1 . 
Now it is easy to verify that (T'V/^ H : S' η U'/^ і H) is a multiple of 
(T:S) and that (π(Τ'ν') : тт(5'/Пи')) is a multiple of (V:U) . Therefore 
(T'V':S'/0 U') is a multiple of η = (T:S)(V:U). By the proof of Lemma (4.2.4) 
we obtain η | (G:1). 
(4.2.6) Theorem. Let G e Τ and let Η'С Η be closed subgroups of G. Then 
(i) (Οι^ίΗιΗ') = (G-.W) 
(ii) (H:1) and (G/H:l) are divisors of (G:I) . 
с с с 
Proof. (i) It is sufficient to prove (i) for the special case H'=l. Thus we 
have to show that (G:H)(H:1) = (G:1), which follows directly from Lemma (4.2.5). 
(Compare <16>, Chap.I,(1.3) Prop.2). 
(ii) Let S,T e Г„ with S C T and T/S cyclic. Let S',Τ' be the groups 
ri 
as constructed in the proof of Lemma (4.1.4)(i). The canonical homomorphism: 
T/S —*• T'/S' is injective. Thus we can find U £ Γ with S' С U С Τ' such that 
T/S is isomorphic to U/S'. Thus (H:l)
c
 | (G:l)
c
. 
Let S,T € Γ , with S C T and T/S cyclic. Let S',T' be the groups as constructed 
in the proof of Lemma (4.1.4) (ii). The canonical homomorphism φ: T'/S' —»• T/S 
is surjective. There is an element χ of T'/S' such that φ(χ) generates T/S. 
Let U be the group generated by Cx} U S ' , φ induces an isomorphism : 
U/S· -v T/s. Thus (T:S) - (U:S') I (G:l) . Hence (G/H:l) I (G:l) . 
' с с ' с 
Remarks. 
1) It is not very hard to show that the following formulas hold for G e Τ . 
(G:l) = l.c.m.í (H:l) | Η e г }. 
(G:l) = l.c.m.í (G:H) | Η e Γ }. 
(G: I) = l.c.m.í (H':H) | ΗοΗ'-,Η,Η' closed subgroups of G}. 
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2) Let G e Τ . If S С Η are closed subgroups of G then (G:H) =(G/S:H/S). 
If Τ is a closed subgroup of G then (H:H η T) = (HT:H). We omit the proofs. 
3) Let ρ be a prime number. From Lemma (4.2.4) it follows that a commuta­
tive group G e LG is p-finite from above (below) if and only if there is 
H é Γ such that ρ·|·(Η:Ι) (p[(.(C,'H) : 1)). 
G с 
4) Let ρ be a prime number. A commutative group G £ LG is both p-finite 
from above and from below if and only if there exists η e IN such that 
ρ -^(G : I ). We can prove this as follows. Suppose G is both p-finite 
from above and from below. Then there are H >H e Γ , Η С Η satisfying 
(i) for every S é Γ with S С Η the index (H -.S) is not divisible by ρ O U ϋ 
(ii) for every Τ e Γ with Τ 3 H the index (T:H ) is not divisible by p. 
Because of (G :1) = (G :H.)(H,:H )(H : 1) the number of factors ρ in 
(G :1) does not exceed that of (H :H ). 
Conversely, if ρ ¡[-(G :1) for some η e И, then for every Η e Г р П •j' (H:l) 
and р П 4" ((G/H) : 1). Now it is not very hard to prove that G is p-finite 
from above and from below. (See Definition (2.1.6)). 
(4.2.7) Theorem. Let G eT and let ρ be a prime number. If G is p-finite 
from above (p-finite from below, p-free) then so is 
every closed subgroup and every quotient by a closed 
subgroup. 
Proof. If G is p-finite from above there is nothing to be proved. (See 
Theorem (2.1.8)). Suppose H С G is a closed subgroup. If G is p-free then 
ρ -j- (G:l) = (G:H)(H:1) so both G'H and Η are p-free. Suppose G is p-finite 
from below. There is H e Γ such that ρ -f (G:H ) . (See Remark 3 under 
Theorem (4.2.6)). Now (G:H0) = (G:H H)(H H:H ). Furthermore we know that 
(H0H:H0) = (H:HOH 0) and (G:H0H) = (TT(G) : И ^ ) ) where π denotes the canoni­
cal homomorphism : G —* G'H. Thus ρ -f (Η : Η Π Η ) (тг(С) :π(Η ) ) , which implies 
that both Η and G/H are p-finite from below. 
(4.3) The_Duality_Theorem_for_torsionalgroups. 
Let G e LG be abelian and let К be a n.a. field. In this section we shall be 
concerned with the problem under what conditions upon G and К the canonical map 
i : G -*((G,TK), TK) 
is an isomorphism of topological groups. Our principal result will be the 
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Duality Theorem (4.3.16). 
We recall that T,, = {λ e Κ | |λ| = 1} (topologized as a subset of K) and 
that (G,T„) is the group of all homomorphisms : G —• Τ which have open kernels, 
к к. 
(G,T„) is supposed to be topologized with the compact open topology. The element' 
of (G,T ) we shall call characters, the group (G,T ) we shall call the character 
К ——"~—~"—~ K. 
group. (See Definition (3.3.6)). We shall denote the characteristic of a field 
L by x(L). By Τ we shall mean the topological group of all complex numbers with 
absolute value I. 
(4.3.1) Theorem. Let G fe LG
n
 be abelian and let К be a n.a. field with residue 
class field k. Every continuous homomorphism : G —• Τ,, has an 
open kernel if one of the following conditions is satisfied, 
(i) x(k) = 0. 
(ii) x(k) = ρ =)= 0, G is p-finite from above. 
Proof. The statement (i) ν (ii) implies that К is suitable with respect to G. 
(See Definition (2.2.4) and Theorem (2.2.3)). Now the Remark of Theorem (3.3.7) 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. 
1) One can give a direct proof of Theorem (4.3.1). 
2) Let К be a local field and let G = Τ . The identity map on Τ is a conti-
K K. 
nuous homomorphism : G —• Τ , but fails to have an open kernel. 
3) Let ρ be a prime number and let G. = 27p Ζ (with discrete topology) for 
every i e IN. The group G = Π G. (with the product topology) is com-
іеЖ
 l 
pact, O-dimensional, but not p-finite from above. Every χ e G(x \ e) has 
order p. Let К be a n.a. field and let α : G —* Τ be a continuous homo­
morphism. Then a(x) = 1 for every χ € G. Hence a(x) is a root of the 
equation ξ -1 = 0 in К for every χ 6 G. Ker
 α
 is a closed subgroup of G 
having a finite index i.e. Ker a is open. So we see that the conditions 
of Theorem (4.3.1) are not necessary. (We can choose К such that 
х(Ю = P). 
4) Let G 6 LG- be abelian. Every continuous homomorphism α : G —* T_ has an 
open kernel. This follows directly from <4>, (24.26). 
In this section and in Chapter V we shall use the following lemma. 
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(4.3.2) Lemma. Let К be a n.a. field. If ξ e Κ, ξ =1 for some η e IN, Ç=f 1 , 
then |ξ-!| 2. ΙηΙ· •'-η particular, if η is a prime number ρ then 
IC-HP-' = |p|. 
Proof. Put ξ = l+ε and suppose |ε| < |n|. From the equality 0 = ξ -1 = 
(°)ε+...+(||)εη we obtain 0 = | ф
 +
 ф е
+
. . . + (||)εn", | = 
= max ( |п!,|фе
+
...
 +
 ф e""
1
 | ) - |n|. 
Hence |n| = 0 which implies |ε| < 0. Contradiction. 
Suppose η = ρ (prime). Put Ρ ={ξ, ξ ,...,ÇP }. If s,t e Ρ then 
s = t for some i e И and |s-l | = 11 -1 | <_ 11-1 | . By symmetry | s-1 | >_ 11-1 | , 
hence |s-l| = |t-l|. Substituting X = 1 in the polynomial identity X p +XP + 
...+1 = (Χ-ξ)(Χ-ξ2)...(Χ-ξΡ"1) we get ρ = (1-ξ) ( 1-ξ2) . . . (1 -ζ1""1 ) . Taking absolute 
values we obtain |p| = |l-ç| 
From now on in (4.3) we shall suppose G is a torsional group with identity e 
and К is a n.a. field. (In (4.3.18) we shall make a remark on non-torsional 
groups). 
(4.3.3) Definition. For V с G, S С(G,Τ ) we put 
V = {α e (G,Τ,.) Ι α(ν) = 1 for all ν e V} 
К. 
S^ = {χ e G Ι α(χ) = 1 for all α e S}. 
ι 
(4.3.4) Lemma. The collection (H ) (He Γ ) is a neighbourhood basis of the 
identity of (G,T ). 
Proof. By definition of the compact open topology on (G.T,.) the sets 
{a б (G.TK) | |a(c)-l| < ε for all с e С}, 
where С runs through the collection of the compact subsets of G and ε runs 
through the positive real numbers, constitute a n.b. of id. of (G.T,,). Now, a 
к 
compact С C G can be enlarged to a C' e Ω . (See (1.0.6)). Since C' is a 
union of finitely many cosets of some H' e T (see Theorem (2.1.5)) and as 
G 
G 6 Τ,,, there is H e Г„ such that H Э С' . Thus a n.b. of id. of (G.T,,) is 
U G Is. 
given by the sets 
5
н
.
е
 = {a e (G,TK) | |a(h)-l| < ε for all h e H}, 
where H runs through Γ and ε runs through the positive real numbers. Now G 
Then 
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choose ε < Iq I for all primes q for which |q "f 0. Let α € S 
Η; ι 
α(Η) = {1} as we shall prove. There exists H' é Γ , Η' с Η for which 
Kr 
aO'M = {I). Take a prime divisor q of (Η'.Η1). We define H" by 
H" = {x e Η I x q e Η*}. 
Let χ e Η". Because of χ e Η' we have α(χ) -1 = 0. Suppose α(χ) 4 '· 
(i) Suppose |q| = 0. Then, by Lemma (4.3.2), we get |a(x)-] | 4 = |q| = 0, 
hence a(x) = 1 which is contradiction, 
(ii) Suppose |q| + 0 . Then e < |q| and, again by Lemma (4.3.2), we get 
|ot(x)-l | >_ |q| > ε. 
This implies a ¿- S„ which is a contradiction. r τ
 Η; ε 
Thus we obtain a(H") = {I}. Replacing in this reasoning H' by H" and H" by 
H''' we see that a(H''') = {1}. Repeating this argument a finite number of 
times we arrive at the desired result a(H) = {1} (since (H:H') is finite). 
(4.3.5) Lemma. (G,T ) is a torsional group. 
j. 
Proof. Clearly Η is open for every Η e Γ , hence in virtue of Lemma (4.3.4) 
(С,Т„.) is a 0-dimensional topological group, whose topology is Hausdorff because 
к. 
for every non-trivial α e(G,Τ) we can find χ € G for which α(χ) £ 1 and because 
there exists Η e Γ such that χ e Η. (See Theorem (4.1.6) (iv)). G 
Furthermore, (G,Τ,,) is complete : let I be a directed set and let (a.). 
' К
 r
 ι ι ÉT I 
be a Cauchy net in (G,T ). For any Η e Г there is s e I such that for all 
-1 A . i,i > s a. a. e H . The pointwise limit α is a homomorphism : G —• T„ with J
 = ι j r К 
an open kernel and lim a. = a in the sense of the compact open topology. For 
j. 3 ι 
every H e r H is a closed subgroup of (G,T ), hence complete. Let S С H be 
G . К 
an open subgroup of H . As follows from Lemma (4.3.4) there exists H. e Г such 
i. ' G 
that H С S and H Г>H. (H : H) is finite, so (Η /Η,Τ ) is finite. The exis­
tence of the (canonical) injection 
φ : Н~/П.± -* (Η./Η,Τ,.) J. ί 1 _,_ ι к. 
shows that Η /Η. is finite. Thus Η is a complete group in Τ having the proper-1 0 ^ 
ty that every open subgroup has a finite index. This implies that Η is compact. 
(See <1>, 3.12). Thus (G,T ) is locally compact. From the fact that for every 
К J. 
a £ (G,T ) there exists Η € Γ such that a(H) = {1} (i.e. aeH ) it follows 
K. G 
that G € Τ . (Theorem (4.1.3) (a)). 
Corollary. ((G,T ),T ) is a torsional group. 
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(4.3.6) Lemma. If G is a finite group there exists a (not canonical) injec-
tive homomorphism σ : (G(TV) —>· G. 
Proof. For cyclic groups the lemma is obvious. The statement follows from 
the fact that if G and G. are finite groups then there is a canonical isomor­
phism between (Gj χ G2,TK) and (G,,^) χ (G2,TK). 
(4.3.7) Lemma. Suppose the equation ξ - 1 = 0 has η different roots in К 
whenever η £ IN, η I (G:l) . 1
 с 
Then 
(i) every 6 e (Η,Τ ) (H é Γ ) can be extended to an element of 
(G,TK) 
(ii) for every Η ,Η. e Γ with Η С Η. the canonical map 
φ : Н^/Н^ — (Η^Η,,Τ^ 
is an isomorphism (of abstract groups). 
Proof, (i) Put H' = Н/ПКег S. Because of (G/H':l) I (G:l) (see Lemma 
с ' с 
(4.2.6) (ii)) we can reduce the problem to the case where G is discrete. In that 
case G is a torsiongroup and H is a finite subgroup and (Η,Τ ) and (G,T„) are 
К к 
simply groups of algebraic homomorphisms. Let χ 6 G, χ £ Η, let m be the order 
of χ and denote by η the order of χ mod H. Put d = m η . g(xn)=A e Τ is a 
j К 
root of the equation ξ -1 = 0 . Since the equation Çm-1 = 0 has m roots in К we 
can find neT such that η = λ. We define a homomorphism β from the group 
generated by Η and {x} into Τ by putting β(χ) = η. Now we can apply Zorn's 
Lemma. 
(ii) φ being clearly injective, it suffices to prove sUrjectivity. Let 
1 
ω e (^/Н^Т^. We define ω' б (H2,TK) by ω (h) = to(h mod H ) for all h e H.. 
By (i) we can extend ω' to an element ω" e (G,Τ,,). Now ю'ЧН.) = {1} i.e. 
j. ι Κ. ι 
ω" e Hj . Put ω'" = ω" mod Η . Clearly φ(ω"') = ω. 
(4.3.8) Theorem. The following conditions on G.K are equivalent. 
(a) The characters of G separate the points of G. 
(b) For all H e rG (H ) ± = H. 
(c) For every n e Ж, n | (G:l) the equation ζ -1 = 0 has n 
different roots in K. 
Proof, (a) —* (c). We may suppose n = ρ for some prime ρ and s e Ш. Let 
H С H' with H,H' e Г such that H'/H is a cyclic group of order pS. Since 
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the characters of G separate the points of G the sets 
( Н ' \ К е г а Ь
б ( с > Т к ) 
form an (open) covering of H'\H. Using the compactness of Н'\н we find 
α.,...,α e (G,TV) such that 
ι η IS. 
η 
U = Г~\ Ker α. η Η' С Η. 
i-1 
(Note that U e г ). Let у € H' such that {y} U H generates H'. Since U С H 
. s λ 
the order of y mod U is λρ where λ e IN. Thus the order mod U of u = y is 
s P s - 1 
ρ . There exists a. (i € {l,...,n}) such that a(u^ ) ¿ 1. Thus a(u) is a 
D^ · · S 
primitive root of the equation Ç -1 = 0, hence this equation has ρ diffe­
rent roots. 
ι 
(c) —• (b). Let Her . Clearly Η С (Η )
 ί
. Let χ φ Η. Let H'be the group 
generated by Η and {x}. Then H'/H is a cyclic group and η = (Η':!!) | (G:l) . 
Thus the equation ξ -1 = 0 has η different roots in К and we can construct 
an injective homomorphism β : H'/H —• Τ . For any h 6 H' we define a(h) to be 
¡3(h mod H). By Lemma (4.3.7) we can extend α to an element γ of (G.T ). Now 
γ è Η and γ(χ) ¿ 1. Thus χ ¿ (Η ) ± . 
(b) -* (a). Trivial. 
From now on in this section we shall assume that the conditions of Theorem 
(4.3.8) are satisfied. (Except in (4.3.16) and (4.3.18)). 
(4.3.9) Lemma. The map ρ : Γ —> Γ,„ _ ч defined by 
G (.(j,!^; 
p (н) = н1 (не rG) 
is a bijection. 
Proof. That ρ is injective follows directly from Theorem (4.3.8) (b) : if 
H. = H. , then H. = (H. ) ± = (H. ) i = H». In order to prove the surjectivity 
of ρ , let S 6 Г, ч . There exist H ,H e Γ , Η С Η such that Η. С S С Η . 
The map σοφ (see Lemma (4.3.6) and Lemma (4.3.7) (ii)) 
is injective, so the number of subgroups of Η /Η. is less than or equal to 
the number of subgroups of H./H.. But ρ induces an injective map of the collec-
tion of subgroups of H./H into that of Η /Η- . Thus there must be Η e Γ such 
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that ρ(Η) = S i.e. ρ is surjective. 
Remark. 
As an immediate corollary we see that σοφ is also surjective. This implies 
(G:l) = ((G.T,,) :!) and (G:l) = ((G.T,,):!) . Let ρ be a prime number. Because 
к. с к. с 
ρ reverses the inclusion, G is p-finite from above (below) if and only if 
(G,T ) is p-finite from below(above). 
ι 
(4.3.10) Lemma. For any S б Г.„ . : (S.) = S. 
U'»i|J 
ι 
Proof. By Lemma (4.3.9) S = H for some H e Г . Then by Theorem (4.3.8) (b) 
Sj. * (H1).! = H» s 0 (SJ.) = H = S. 
(4.3.11) Definition. We define the homomorphism i : G —»• ((G,T ),T ) by 
i(x) (α) = α(χ) . (χ fe G) 
(4.3.12) Lemma, i is injective and continuous. 
Proof. Since the elements of (G,T ) separate the points of G l=i(x)(oi) =ci(x) 
for all α e(G,Τ ) implies χ = e. Thus i is injective. In order to prove the 
*· _] il 
continuity of i we will show that i (H ) = H for all He Г . Clearly 
_| 11 i.1 G 
H с i (H ). Let γ €· H such that i(x) = γ for some χ с G. Now i(x) (α) = 1 
1 1 1 
for all α e Η i.e. α(χ) = 1 for all α e Η , so χ e(Η ) i = Η. (See Theorem 
(4.3.8)). Thus H =>i~1(HJ"1'). 
(4.3.13) Definition. Let γ e ((G,Τ,,), Τ,,) and let Η e Γ„. We define Τ,, to 
к. к. G Η;γ 
be the set 
ι 1 _ 1 1 1 
{x 6 G Ι α(χ)=γ(α) for all α e Η } = i (γΗ ). 
(4.3.14) Lemma. For every Η and γ , Τ is non-empty. 
Η;γ 
ι ι 
Proof. Η /Ker γ r\ Η is a cyclic group of order n, say. As we have shown in 
ι ι 
Lemma (4.3.9) we can take U e Γ , ϋ Ο Η such that U = Ker уЛН . Because 
1 1 G 
H /U is cyclic, U/H is cyclic .(See the remark under Lemma (4.3.9)). Let 
2 η i l i 
{β,β ,...,β } be a set of representatives in Η modulo U . Let α e Η .We can 
i _ ι 
write α =β α' where i é {1,2,...η} and α' e U . For each u 6 U we have 
a(u) = β (u) and γ(α) = γ(β ). Thus it is sufficient to prove the existence of 
u e U such that γ(8) = ß(u). Now γ(β) is a primitive root θ of the equation 
Çn-1 = 0. ß|U,ß |U ßnlu are η different characters on U, all of them 
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i η 
being in Η . Thus 8 takes as values all roots of the equation ξ -1 = 0 . So 
there exists u 6 U for which 6(u) = Θ. 
(4.3.15) Lemma, i is surjective and open. 
-1 il-
Proof. Let Ye((G,TI,) , Ό . The non-void sets T u = i (γΗ ) are cosets of H, 
К. К _.
 і л
 Η;γ 
since (Lemma (4.3.12)) i (Η ) = Η. Thus all Τ are compact. Let 
η .
 Н ;
У 
Η,,.,.,Η e Г„. Put Η = Π Η.. It follows immediately that Т., С T„ 1 * η G /J, ι Η;γ Η-^γ 
for every i. Thus the collection of T^ . , where Η runs through Γ-, has the 
finite intersection property. There exists χ e G which is in the intersection 
of all Τ , which is saying as much as α(χ) = γ(α) for all α &(G,T ). Thus 
Η ; γ
, „..^.. ^ —j^.b — -~ -v-, ,ч-, ^ " " K 
-1 , Il li. i is surjective. The openness of i becomes trivial, since i(H) = ioi (H ) =H 
(4.3.16) Theorem. (Duality Theorem). Let G e Τ and let К be a n.a. field. Then 
the canonical map 
i : G -*- ((G,TK),TK) 
is an isomorphism of topological groups if and only if for 
each η e IN, η | (G:l) the equation ξ -1 = 0 has η different 
roots in K. 
Proof. If the characters do not separate points (see Theorem (4.3.8)) there 
exists χ e G, χ + e, for which α(χ) = 1 for all o e(G,T ). But then i(x) is the 
к. 
identity character on (G,T„) which means that i is not injective. For the other 
part of the theorem see the foregoing lemmas. 
(4.3.17) Let G,K satisfy the conditions of Theorem (4.3.8). 
1) Let Η С G be a closed subgroup of G. The canonical maps 
σ : (G/H.T,.)-* Η 
τ : (G,TK)/H —· (Η,ΤΚ) 
are isomorphisms of topological groups. (We can use almost the same proofs 
as in <4>, (23.25) and (24.11)). 
2) G is compact if and only if (G,T ) is a discrete torsiongroup. 
к. 
(4.3.18) Non-torsional groups may fail to have the property of Theorem (4.3.16). 
As an example we take the group Ζ (discrete topology). Earlier (see under (3.3.6)) 
we saw that (Z,T ) is locally compact if and only if К is a local field. But in 
К 
that case (Z,T ) is compact an ((Ζ,Τ ),Ί
ν
) is a (discrete) torsiongroup and can-it к. K. 
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not be isomorphic to Ζ. 
(4.4) Qther_dualitiesi_Haar_measure_on_çharaçter_grougs. 
(4.4.1) Let G and G' be topological groups. By (G,G') we mean the group of all 
honomorphisms : G —>· G' which have open kernels, (G,G') is provided with the 
compact open topology. Let G e· Τ and let К be a n.a. field. Let U be the 
(discrete) group of all roots of unity of K. For every ae(GtTv) and χ e G we 
К. 
have α(χ) e U , as can easily be verified. Using the canonical embedding 
К 
t : U —• Τ„we can construct the canonical homomorphism 
К к 
θ : (G,UK) -* (G,T K). 
It is not very hard to prove that θ is an isomorphism of topological groups. 
Let Q/J have the discrete topology. One can construct an embedding f:U —• Q/Z 
(not canonical). The corresponding homomorphism 
φ : (G,UK) -* (G,Q/Z) 
is an isomorphism of topological groups if the conditions of Theorem (4.3.8) 
are satisfied. (No proof). 
(4.4.2) Suppose the conditions of Theorem (4.3.8) are satisfied. One can 
prove that for every γ é ((С.й/г) ,Ο/Ζ) we have Im ν с f (IL.) and that 
К. 
ω: ((G,Q/Z), Q/Z) —* ( (G,Τ,,) ,Τ..) which, by definition, maps γ into 
-1 -1 . 
tof ογοφοθ is an isomorphism of topological groups. Let j :G —>• ((G,Q/Z) ,Ο^Ζ) 
and i : G —• ((G,T ),T ) be the canonical homomorphisms. For every χ e G 
к. к. 
ω(ί(χ)) = i(х). Thus our result of Theorem (4.3.16) is equivalent to : "the map 
j is an isomorphism". 
(In <16> it is shown that for compact G j is an isomorphism of topological 
groups). In a similar way, using an embedding g : U —• Τ , we can derive 
the statements of Theorem (4.3.16) from the Pontryagin Duality Theorem. (No 
proof). (See <11>). 
(4.4.3) Let К and K' be n.a. fields and let G e Τ . Suppose G,К and G,К' satis­
fy the conditions of Theorem (4.3.8). Using the map фо _ І(8ее (4.4.1)) we get 
isomorphisms of topological groups: 
ξ : (G,TK) -• (G.Q/Z) 
η : (G,TK,) •* (G.Q/Z). 
So η οζ : (Ο,Ί ) —* (G,Τ ,) is an isomorphism of topological groups. Thus, 
in the above sense, the character group is "independent of K". 
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(4.4.4) Haar measure on character groups. 
Let К be a n.a. field (valuation:| |, residue class field k) with identity 1. 
For any supernatural number η we define the value of η to be the real number 
|n| « inf {|s.l| I s e H, s|n}. 
Clearly |n m| = |n| |m| and 0 <_ |n| <_ 1 for any two supernatural numbers 
n,m. We distinguish three cases (n is a supernatural number) : 
(i) x(k) = 0. Then |n| = 1. 
(ii) χ(Κ) = 0, x(k) = ρ \ 0. Then |n| = p~S if (p°°,n) = p S with s e IN. 
|n| = 0 if p^ln. 
(iii)x(K) •= ρ + 0. Then |n| - 0 if p|n and |n| = I if (n,p) • I. 
Let G e Τ and let L be a n.a. field such that for the pair G,L the conditions 
of Theorem (4.3.8) are satisfied. We shall write G* = (G,T ) and G"* = ((G,TT),T/, 
L L L 
(The following remarks are independent of the special choice of L). 
For a moment, we define property "E" to be: 
"there exists a K-valued Haar measure on both G and G*". 
We recall that, in the case where К is suitable with respect to G and m is the 
Haar measure on G, 
cG = max { |m(H) | | H e Г^ } 
d G = inf {|m(H)| | H e r G}. 
(See (2.2.7)). It can easily be seen that |(G:1)| = d .c . By the corollary 
of Lemma (4.3.9) we have (G:l) = (G":l), hence |(G:1)| =|(GA: 1)|. 
We distinguish three cases: 
(i) |(G:1)|= 0. Then x(k) = ρ + 0. 
Let ρ | (G:l). This means that G is either not p-finite from above or G is 
not p-finite from below. (See Remark 4 under Theorem (4.2.6)). By the corol­
lary of Lemma (4.3.9) either G or G^ is not p-finite from above. By Theorem 
(2.2.3) property "E" does not hold. Let p'^ÍG:!). Because of |(G:1)| = 0 
we have χ(Κ) = ρ and ρ | (G:l). Using Remark 4 under Theorem (4.2.6) we 
obtain "E". 
(ii) 0 < |(G:1)| < 1. Then χ(Κ) = 0, x(k) =(= 0. "E" holds. 
(iii) |(G:I)| = 1. If x(k) = ρ =(= 0 then G is p-free. Thus G" is also p-free. 
We have "E". 
Suppose |(G:1)| ^ 0 a nd let m be a K-valued Haar measure on G. We can define 
a K-valued Haar measure пГ on G~ by putting 
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m-(H ) = míH)"'. (H e rG) 
With this choice of m* we have c„ = d and d
 л
 = с . (Note that с„
л
> 1 
Ь (j С? Cj G 
if О < |(G:1)I < l; see (2.2.8)). 
CHAPTER V 
NON-ARCHIMEDEAN FOURIER THEORY 
(5.i) 22aiffil2ii£5=s£=lISÌ2Iì=iaSiìl=iS=bi2=^=Sìi 
In (3.4.5) we saw that there exist G,K for which L(G —*• K) has maximal ideals 
that are not topologically algebraic over K. (Compare (3.0.8)). But we shall 
see that for torsional groups G and suitable n.a. fields К every regular maxi­
mal ideal of L(G —• K) is topologically algebraic over K. (See Definition 
(3.0.9)). 
From now on in this chapter (except in (5.5)) we shall only consider torsional 
groups G. К denotes a n.a. field. 
(5.1.1) Theorem. Let К be suitable with respect to G. 
(i) Every M £ Max L(G —>• K) is topologically algebraic over K. 
(ii) If G is compact every M € Max L(G —» K) is algebraic over К 
and has finite codimension. 
Proof, (i) From Theorem (3.3.4) we infer that for every f e. L(G —» К) the for­
mula 
Φ
Μ
(ί) = г «^(аГ')
 a
/ H f(x)dm(x) 
i i 
holds for every Η e Г with |m(H) | = 1, Η С Ker ct^ . Let s e G. There exists 
η e U, η I (G:l) such that s e H. Thus aM(s) is a root of the equation 
ξ -1 =0. This shows that Φ
Μ
(ί) is the limit of a sequence of algebraic elements. 
Thus L(G —• K)/M is the completion of an algebraic extension of К i.e. M is topo­
logically algebraic over K. 
(ii) If G is compact G/Ker o M is a finite cyclic group. Let η = (G:Ker cO. 
For all s e G we have CL^(S) -1 = 0. Thus the dimension of L(G —>• K)/M (as a K-vec-
tor space) is a divisor of η and hence finite. 
Remarks. 
1) Let К have the property that for every η e IN, n|(G:l) the polynomial 
X -1 e K[XJ can be decomposed into η linear factors of degree 1. (Xn-1 is 
"totally reducible"). If L Z) К is an extension of К and ξ e L, Çn=l then ζ e К. 
By reading the proof of Theorem (5.1.1) for this special case, we see that every 
M e Max L(G —*• K) has codimension I . 
2) Let К be suitable with respect to G £ Τ . We can make an extension Κ Ο Κ 
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such that every regular maximal ideal of L(G —»• K) has codimension 1 as fol­
lows. First we construct an algebraic extension K' of К by adjunction of all 
roots of X -1 (n éIN.n |(G:l) ). The valuation on К can be extended in a 
unique way to a valuation on K'. Now we define К as the completion of K' under 
this valuation. Since the residue class field of К and К have the same charac­
teristic, К is suitable with respect to G. 
As we have proved in Lemma (4.3.5) for every G £ Τ and η.a. field К the charac­
ter group (G,T ) is in Τ . The Fourier transformation Τ maps L(G —• K) into a 
к и 
space of bounded continuous functions on (G,T ). (See Lemma (3.3.11)). Now we 
ask what kind of functions are in Im T. 
(5.1.2) Theorem. Let К be suitable with respect to G. Then 
(i) Im Τ CCœ((G,TK) -* К) 
(ii) Τ maps step functions into step functions. 
Proof. Since Τ is continuous (Lemma (3.3.11)) it is sufficient to prove only the 
second statement. Let Η e Γ„, s e G. For every α e (G,Τ ) we compute 
G К-
(Е
вН
Г(а) = (е
н
Г(а) a(s) = е
н
^(а) m(H) a(s). 
(See the proof of Lemma (3.3.11)). Now {g é (G,Τ ) | ß(s) = a(s)} is an open 
and closed subset of (G,T ). So the function 
K. 
a ι—f a(s) ε,,Μα) m(H) 
η 
is a step function. (See Definition (1.1.3)). Every step function in L(G —*• K) 
is a finite linear combination of functions of the type с „. This completes the 
s H 
proof. 
(5.2) The_inverse_of_the_Fourier_transformation. 
We are interested in the conditions under which the Fourier transformation 
Τ : L(G —* K) —• Im Τ is an isomorphism of Banach algebras. We shall start with 
some examples and a lemma. 
(5.2,1) Example. Let G = Q (additive group) for some prime p. We take К = Q 
where q is a prime number with (q-Ι,ρ) = 1. Then (G.T,.) consists only of the 
identity character, as we shall prove. Let α e (G,Τ ) and g e G. 
К. 
Since (G:l) = ρ (see Definition (4.2.2)) there is η e IN such that a(p g) = l. 
But the only roots of unity in К are the roots of the equation ξ -1 = 0. 
Because of (p ,q-l) = 1 it follows that a(g) = 1. Thus Im Τ is a one-dimensional 
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vector space over К. Hence Τ cannot be injective. 
(5.2.2) Example. Let (for some prime p) G e Τ not be p-finite from below. Then 
there is a sequence H. С H, С H„ С ... with H. e Г and (Η. :H.) = 0 (mod p) 
U 1 L 1 Lr 1 + I 1 
for all i. If К is a (suitable) n.a. field with x(k) = ρ (к denotes the residue 
class field of K) then ||(е
н
 Г||
ш
 = | |т(1Ь) ε
Η 1\\т = Irnílb) | for all i. 
i i 
Thus lim ||(е
н
 )"ll„ = 0. But ||е
н
 ||
ш
 = 1 for all i. There does not exist 
i-w i i 
a number d such that ||fA|| >_ d||f|| i.e. Τ cannot have a continuous inver­
se. (The question whether a n.a. field К with x(k) = ρ exists for which Τ is in­
jective remains open). 
(5.2.3) Example. Let G = Z/pZ" for some prime ρ and let К be a n.a. field with 
X(k) = p. Take f = г^. Then f * f = m(G)f = 0. For all M e MaxK L(G -> К) we 
have Φ
Μ
(ί) = 0. Τ is not injective. 
(Note that L(G -* K) is isomorphic to the algebra κ[χ]/(Χρ-1) = κ[χ]/(Χ-Ι)ρ 
which is a local ring). 
(5.2.4) Lemma. Let k be the residue class field of K. 
(i) The following conditions (a),(b) are equivalent. 
(a) The equation ξ -1 = 0 has η different roots in К whenever 
η € IN, η ! (G:1) . G is p-finite from above and from below 
when χ(Κ)=0, x(k)=p+0. 
(b) Xn-1 € К[х] is "totally reducible" for all η e Κ,η | (G:l) 
and |(G:1)! 4= 0. 
(ii) The following conditions (a'),(b'),(c') are equivalent. 
(a') The equation ξ -1 = 0 has η different roots in k whenever 
η elN.n | (G:l) . 
(b') The equation ξ -1 = 0 has η different roots in К whenever 
η e IN,η I (G:l) and |(G:1) | = 1. 
(c') Xn-1 e Κ[χ] is "totally reducible" for all neIN, n|(G:l) 
and |(G:I)| = 1. 
Proof. We shall use the notations and the results of (4.4.4). 
(a) —> (b). We only have to show that |(G:1)| 4 0. Suppose |(G:1)| = 0. Because 
we have "E", |(G:1)| = 0 implies χ(Κ) = ρ + 0 and ρ | (G:l). Thus ρ | (G:I) . 
But ξΡ-1 = (ζ-1)Ρ for all ÇeK and the equation ÇP-1 = 0 cannot have ρ diffe­
rent roots in K. Contradiction. 
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(b) —• (a). Suppose ς -1 = 0 has not η different roots for some η e IN,η | (G:l) . 
Then χ(Κ)=ϊ>Φθ. As |(G:1)] 4 0 G is p-free. Thus (n,p) = 1. But, since Xn-1 
is totally reducible, it follows from (n,p) = 1 that ξ -1 = 0 has η different 
roots in K. Contradiction. If χ(Κ) = 0, x(k)=p40, |(G:1)| Ψ 0, G is p-finite 
from above and from below. 
(a') —• (b"). The first part of (b') follows from Hensel's Lemma. Suppose 
|(G:1)| 4 '· T h e n x(k)=p4o and ρ | (G:l) . But then ξΡ-1 = 0 cannot have ρ diffe­
rent roots in k. 
(b') -* (c'). Trivial. 
(c') —>• (a'). If x(k) = 0 there is nothing to be proved. If x(k)=p^0 then 
|(G:1)| = 1 implies G is p-free. So the equation ξ -1=0 has η different roots 
in К whenever η e Ш, η I (G:l) . For all η e Ш, η Ι (G:l) we have Ini = 1. 
с с 
With Lemma (4.3.2) we see that all these roots have distances 1 to each other. 
Thus ξ -1 = 0 has η different roots in k. 
Let К be suitable with respect to G. The Fourier transformation maps step 
functions into step functions. (Theorem (5.1.2) (ii)). From the proof of Theorem 
(5.1.2) it follows easily that Im Τ is dense in Cœ((G,T ) —•• К). 
Suppose Τ : L(G —• К) —>• Im Τ has a continuous inverse. Then Im Τ is a Banach 
algebra and, consequently, 
Τ : L(G -> K) -+ С ((G,TV) -> K) 
is an isomorphism of Banach algebras. 
(5.2.5) Theorem. The following conditions are necessary for Τ to have a continuous 
inverse. 
(i) The equation ξ -1 = 0 has η different roots in К for all η € Ш, 
η I (G:l) . 
с 
(ii) |(G:1)| > 0. 
Proof. By Lemma (5.2.4) we can replace condition (ii) by : "G is p-finite from 
above and from below when χ(Κ) = 0, x(k)=p^0". The necessity of this condition 
follows from Example (5.2.2). In order to prove the necessity of condition (i), 
suppose there exists η | (G:l) such that the equation ξ -1 = 0 has not η different 
roots in K. We shall show that Τ is not injective. We may suppose that η = ρ for 
some prime ρ and s e IN. Let H,H' e Γ„, H С Η', Η'/Η cyclic, η = (Η':Η). If 
G 
m(HT) = 0, ε^, * ε , = 0. Hence г
и1 is nílpotent and Τ is not injective. (See 
π Η Η 
also Example (5.2.3)). Thus we may suppose π^Η1) φ 0. 
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Let a e H' such that a mod H generates H'/H. Let ae(G,l
v
). 
If Η С Ker α we see that a € Ker a. Because there is no primitive root of 
the equation ξ -1 » 0 in K, we see that b = a e Ker a. Now b φ H, thus 
E b H 4 εΗ. But (сьн)
л(а) - (ε
Η
)Λ(α) о(Ь) - (ε
Η
)Λ(α). 
If not Η С Ker a(according to the remark under Theorem (3.3.4)) (ε
τ
,)Λ(α) = 0 
π 
and (EbH)*(o) = a(b) (εΗ)
Α(α) = 0. Thus we have proved (eH)~= (e b H)
A
. 
Remark. In Theorem (5.2.11) we shall prove that the above conditions are also 
sufficient. 
(5.2.6) Theorem. The following conditions are necessary in order that Τ be an 
isometry. 
(i) The equation ξ -1 = 0 has η different roots in К for all 
п е Ю , η I (G:l) . 
(ii) |(G:1)| = 1. 
Proof. Suppose Τ is an isometry. Because 1 =Ι|ε
Η
||(ιι = ll^u^llo, = |m(H) | 
for all Η e г we obtain Ini = 1 for all η e IN, η | (G:l). Thus |(G:1)I = I. 
Condition (i) has already been proved in Theorem (5.2.5). 
Remarks. 
1) If Τ has a continuous inverse then from Theorem (5.2.5) and Remark 1 
under Theorem (5.1.1) it follows that every regular maximal ideal of 
L(G —>· K) has codimension 1 . Example (5.2.3) shows that the converse is not 
true. 
2) If Τ has a continuous inverse, we see that the pair G,K satisfies the 
conditions of the Duality Theorem (4.3.16). Thus the canonical map 
i : G -ν ((G,TK),TK) 
is an isomorphism of topological groups. 
Since |(G:1)| 4 0 К is suitable with respect to both G and (G,T ). 
К 
(See (4.4.4)). 
Now we shall show that the conditions of Theorem (5.2.5) and Theorem (5.2.6) 
are also sufficient. 
(5.2.7) Lemma. Let G be a finite group and let К be a n.a. field. If 
α.,...,α e (G,Τ ) are η different characters and 
η 
С, Çn e Κ then |(G:1) I max^J <_ \\ Σ C^-J 1^  ^ maxlcj. 
i i=l i 
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Proof. The last inequality is trivial. In order to prove the first in­
equality we choose the Haar measure on G such that m({g}) = 1 for all 
g e G. Note that a ,...,o e L(G —> K). Hence f = Σξ.α. e L(G —+ К) and 
||£І|
И
 = sup {| Σ ξ
ί
(α
ί
)*(β)Ι I ße(G,TK)}. 
-ι
 i = , 
Now a.^?,) = Σ α.(χ)8(χ ) = (G:l) ε, , (β). Let Ιξ.| = max |çi | 
XÉG i i 
and choose β = α. . 
Then we find 
l | £ A I L = l f " < ß o > l = l ( G : , ) l m f x Ι ξ ϊ Ι · 
i 
Lemma (3.3.1) says that llf*!!^ ± \ \ f | \
m
 for all f 6 L(G —»· K) . This completes 
the proof. 
(5.2.8) Theorem. (Orthogonality of characters). Let G e Τ and let К be a n.a. 
field. If a. ,. . . ,a £ (G.T,.) are η different characters and 
ξ. ,...,ζ б К then 
ι η 
η 
Ι (G: 1)| max | ξ. | < || Σ ξ ^ Ι ^ < max |ξ.|. 
i i=l i 
Proof. (~^ Ker α. is an open subgroup of G and hence contains a group H e r . 
i=l 1 G 
Let us denote by π the canonical homomorphism : G —>· G/H. Let 6,,...^ 
I η 
e ( С / И Д ) be defined by a. = S. ο π (i=l,...,n). We can find a finite subset 
К 1 1 
of G/H on which the S.,...,ß are different. This subset generates a finite sub-1 η ь 
group S of G/H. Now consider the function f : G/H —• К defined by 
s ι »· Σ ξ.β. (s). (s e G/H) 
i=l 1 1 
From Lemma (5.2.7) we obtain 
|(S:1)| max U J <_ sup |f(s)| <_ max |ξ.|. 
i seS i 
Now (S:l) | (G/H:l) | (G:l). (See Lemma (4.2.6)). Hence |(G:1)| <_ |(S:I)|. 
η 
Furthermore max |ç.| >_ sup | Σ Ç.a.(x)| = sup |f(s)| >_ sup |f(s)|. 
i г xeG i=l 1 1 seG/H seS 
This completes the proof. 
(5.2.9) Let F be the space of K-linear combinations of characters on G. 
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Suppose |(G:1)| 4 0· Then it follows from Theorem (5.2.8) that the charac­
ters are linearly independent and that 
η 
f f-> тах|с.| (f = Σ ξ.α. e F) 
i i=l 1 1 
is a norm on F which is equivalent to the supremum norm | | | | . (If | (Γ,:1) | = 1 
these norms are the same which means that the characters form an orthogonal 
set with respect to || | 1^; see Definition (1.0.12)). Let i' be the completion 
of F. From the above reasoning it follows that every f e F can be written 
(uniquely) as the uniformly convergent series 
f = ΐ. ζ
α
.α
>
 (α e(G,T K); ξ ^ К) 
а 
where for every e > 0 |ç | < ε except for a finite number of a's. 
(5.2.10) Theorem. Let G e Τ be compact and let the characters : G —• Τ 
separate the points of G. Let |(G:1)| ^ 0. Then every 
f e L(G —>• К) can be developed into a uniformly conver­
gent series 
f = Σ ξ
α
.α, (α e (G,TK)) 
α 
where ξ = m(G)~ f*(a) for all aeiG.T.,). 
et 1ч 
Proof. Because the characters separate the points of G the space F of (5.2.9) 
is dense in C^G —* K) . (See Theorem (3.0.3)). Thus i* can be identified with 
the space of all continuous functions : G —» К. Now the first formula follows 
from (5.2.9). In order to prove the second formula let m be a Haar integral 
on C^ÍG —* К). (Since |(G:1)| 4 0 the existence of such m is guaranteed, 
see (4.4.4)). Now take the Fourier transform at both sides of the first formula. 
We obtain for β € (G,Τ ) 
f~(ß) = Σ ζ /a(x)fì(x",)dm(x) = ζ 0 m(G) . 
α
 α β 
(5.2.11) Theorem. Let G,Κ satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) The equation ξ -1 = 0 has η different roots in К for all 
η 6 IN, η I(G:l) . 
(ii) |(G:l)| > 0. 
Then the Fourier transformation 
Τ : L(G -* K) -v Cœ((G,TK) -> К) 
is an isomorphism of Banach algebras and | |τ 1 ) = 
- I (C: Ol-
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Proof. Suppose G is compact. Let f € L(G —• К). By Theorem (5.2.10) and 
Theorem (4.3.8) we have 
f = t ζ .a, (a e (G,Τ,.)) 
and from Theorem (5.2.8) we obtain 
|(G:I)| maxlcj < ||f||œ 1 maxi? |. 
- I a Substituting ξ = m(G) fÄ(a) in the above formula we get 
I ( G : I ) | | т ( с ) Г 1 | | f - i L ι l l f IL ι l l f * I L l™^)!"1. 
which is saying as much as 
d G l l f lL ι l l f -IL ι
 c G l l f H . · 
Thus 
l(G:l)| I If IL 1 l|f"IL 1 llfIL· (See (2.2.6)). 
Now choose G e Τ arbitrarily. Let f e L(G —*• К) be a step function. 
Because G is torsional there is H e Г such that f vanishes outside H. We 
G 
normalize the Haar measure TIL. on H by taking пиДН) = m(H) . Then | |f |н| | 
π 
= ||f|| because of с = с . Furthermore |(H:1)| > |(G:1)|. There exists 
В € (Η,Τ,,) such that 
К. 
|(£|H)-(B)| 1 |(H:l)| ||f|H|| = |(H:l)| ||£||
ш
. 
By Lemma (4.3.7) (i) we can extend 6 to an element a eiG.Tj.), and 
f-(a) = /f(x)a(x"1)dm(x) = /(f|H)(x) Bix'Sdm^x) = (ί|Η)Λ(β). 
Thus |fA(a)| >_ |(H:1)| l|f|l
m
 1 |(G:1)| llfll
m
· The inequality 
l l f ' I L ι l l f l l
m
 i s
 trivial. 
For all step functions f we obtain 
I ( G : O | l | f | l
m
 ι l l f*IL ι l l f l l
m
· 
By continuity arguments we can see that the above inequality holds for all 
f e L(G -* K). Hence ]|T_1| Γ' 1 |(G:1)|. 
Finally, take Η e Γ_ with |m(H)| = d„. We know, that ||(e
u
)~|| = |m(H)| = d„ 
and that ||tHllm = c G. Thus |(G:1)| lle Hll m= ||(Е Н)-|| Ш. Thus 
ЦТ
- 1!!' 1 1 |(G:1)|. Hence | J T " 1 | f ' = |(G:1)|. 
The remark preceding Theorem (5.2.5) finishes the proof. (See Theorem (5.2.5)). 
Corollary. If |(G:1)| = 1 then Τ is an isometry. (See Theorem (5.2.6)). 
(5.2.12) Theorem. (Spectral norm formula). Let G e Τ and let К be suitable 
with respect to G. Suppose the equation ξ -1 = 0 has η 
different roots in К for every η e IN, n|(G:l) . Then 
- 7 0 -
l l f - i L = и™ i i f n i i y n 
η-χ» 
for all f e L(G -*• К). 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the formula for step functions f. Let Η e Г 
~~—^
-
^ G 
such that f vanishes outside H. H satisfies the condition (a) of Lemma (5.2.4). 
Thus we obtain |(H:1)| 4 0. As we have proved in Theorem (5.2.11) the formula 
І ( н : і ) | | | f | | < | | f A l l < | | f | | 
I ' I I I I l
m
 _ II I loo _ ι ι ι i
m 2 
holds for all f vanishing outside H. Now f * f = f vanishes outside H et cetera. 
Thus for all η 6 IN we get 
and 
( н : , ) | | | f n | |
m
 < | | ( f * ) n i L ι l l f n l l
m 
( н : і ) | 1 / п | | f n | | 1 / n < I | г | | < | | f n | | 1 / n 
' I II I l
m
 _ I I 1 loo _ I I I l
m 
Since |(H:1)| ψ 0 we have lim|(H:l)| - 1. Thus we obtain 
η-χ» 
||f-|| = lim ||f n|| 1 / n . 
I I I la> I I I l
m 
П - К » 
(5.3) Some_theorems_having_"сlassical"_§nalogues. 
Throughout (5.3) we shall suppose that G eT and that the n.a. field К 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem (5.2.11) i.e. the Fourier transformation 
Τ : L(G -* K) -> CJ(G,TK) -+ K) 
is an isomorphism of Banach algebras. We shall write С instead of (G,T ),СЛЛ 
К 
instead of ((GjT ),T ). Furthermore, we shall drop the condition "c =1" made 
К K. G 
in (2.2.8). We shall denote the Haar measure on G,G~,GA* by m, m', т л^ res­
pectively. As we did in (4.4.4) we shall require that for all H e r 
пГСН-
1
-) = m(H)"1. 
This implies т**(Н"·) = m(H) for all H e г . 
G 
(5.3.1) Theorem. For all f e L(G —> К) 
(i) m*(f) = f(e) 
(ii) ƒ f"(α) a(x)dm*(a) = f(x) for all χ e G. (Inversion formula). 
G" 
Proof, (i) The nonzero functional m% defined on С (G* —*• К) by taking 
m~(f") = f(e) (f e C^ÍG" —• К)) is invariant and continuous. In fact, if 
f 6 С (G —> К) then for all α 6 G* we have (f*) = (f.α"1) , so πΤ((ί~) ) = 
= (f.α ) (e) = f (e) = m*(f*). The continuity follows from |m*(f~)| <^  
|f(e)| <_ ||f|| <_ ||f*|| | (G:l) Γ 1. Thus m' is a Haar integral on С (G" —• К), 
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Let H e Γ . Then since (ε„)Α = m(H)e
u
, we obtain m'ÍH·1·) = п^Н) - 1 пГ((е
ц
)л) = 
G H H ri 
= m(H) _ 1. 
(ii) Let χ € G. Then f(χ) = f (e) = m*((f )*). Now (f )Λ(α) = α(χ) f*(a), 
so we find f(x) = ƒ f"(a) a(x) dm"(a). 
G* 
(See <7>, 36.B). 
(5.3.2) Theorem. For all f,g e С
ш
(С —> К) (fg)" = f* * g' i.e. the Fourier-
transformation 
Τ : C^G -* К) —* L(G" -* К) 
is an isomorphism of Banach algebras. 
Proof. Take α e GA. Then (f~ * g')(a) = m-((f-) (g")-) = mA((f.a"')*(g")") = 
= m'Üíf.a"1) м- f У) = (f.a"1) * g~(e) = (fg)'(a). 
(5.3.3) Theorem. (Poisson formula). For every closed subgroup H C G and 
f e L(G -*• К) 
/fíOdra^t) = /fÄ(a)dm(G/Hr (α) 
where (G/U)" is identified with a subgroup of G* and where 
m ,„ is chosen as in Lemma (3.2.3). 
Proof. Let π : G —»• G/H denote the canonical homomorphism. We write ττ(χ) = χ 
for all χ 6 G. Take π as in Lemma (3.2.2). Let f 6 L(G —* K). Then g = π(0 is 
an element of L(G/H —• K). By the definition of Haar measure on (G/H)" we ob­
tain 
;gA(a) d m ( G / H r (a) = g(i) = ;f(t) dm^t) . 
Now we shall show that g"(a) = ί'ία) for all α e(G/H)". We have for χ e G 
g(x) α(χ) = Tr(f.a )(x) and g"(a) = m G, H (g.a ) = m G, H (v(f.a )). Be­
cause of our choice of m , (see Lemma (3.2.3)),we obtain m , (π(f.α )) = 
= m„(f.a~ ) = f"(a). This proves the theorem. (See <7>, 37.E). 
(5.3.4) Theorem. For every closed ideal I С L(G —> K) 
I = О{M I M e Max L(G —> К), M 3 I}. 
Proof. If I С L(G —•>• K) is a closed ideal then I" = T(I) is a closed ideal of 
С (G* —*• К). The map Ι ι—* I" is a bijection of the set of closed ideals of 
L(G —* K) onto the set of closed ideals of С (G* —* K) . Let f e L(G —»-К), f φ I. 
Then f" iß I". By Theorem (3.0.4) there exists α eG" such that g"(a) = 0 for all 
g e l and f"(a) 4 0. Now let M € Мах L(G —*• К) be the kernel of the homomorphism 
h ι-* h"(a) (h € L(G -*• К)). We see that f φ M, I С M. 
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Remarks. 
1) Formulated with the terminology of <7>, 19.E and 37.B, Theorem (5.3.4) says 
that every closed ideal of L(G —>· K) is equal to the "kernel of its hull". 
The classical analogue of Theorem (5.3.A) is not true (see <7>t 37.B). 
2) From the fact that we have the same ideal theory for L(G —>· K) and 
С (G* —• К)' it follows that every closed prime ideal of L(G —• K) is maximal. 
(5.4) Examples. 
(5.4.1) Let G = Q (additive group) for some prime ρ and let К be a n.a. 
Ρ 
field for which the equation ξΡ - 1 = 0 has ρ different roots in К for 
every η e U. Let |p| = 1 in К. By Theorem (5.2.11) the Fourier transformation 
Τ : L(G —> K) —* (^(G" —*- K) is an isometry. 
From the remarks made in (4.4.2), together with <6>, Ch.VII we can conclude 
that Q is self-dual i.e. there exists an isomorphism of topological groups 
a : Q —> Q A. 
Ρ Ρ 
However, we shall construct such a map σ explicitely and we shall prove the 
following statement. 
There exists a e Q " such that, if α is defined by α (χ) = a(xy) 
for all x,y e Q , the map у t—• α is an isomorphism of topological 
groups : Q —* Q ". The Fourier transform of f e L(Q —* К) can be 
written as follows 
f(,y) = /f(x) a(-xy) dm(x). (y € Q ) 
Proof. Choose a. e К (i & Ζ) as follows. Put α = 1 for η > 0. If η > 0 let 
ι -η — 
α be a primitive root of the equation ξΡ - 1 = 0 such that a. , , = α . We can 
η
 r
 ^ n+1 η 
write every χ & 0 in the form 
Ρ 
r
 i 
χ = Σ a. ρ 
ι
 r 
1>N 
where N € Z' and a. is an integer for every i. Now we define 
a_. 
α(χ) = Π α . . 
іег
 1 
a(x) does not depend on the choice of the numbers a. and because there are only 
a . , 
finitely many numbers ι for which a. "1 ψ 1 the function χ t—* a(x) (x e 0 ) 
1 p 
is a well-defined homomorphism. 
Let us denote the valuation on 0 by I 1 . We can easily see that Ixl < 1 
•p y ' 'p •' ' 'p -
if and only if a(x) = 1. Thus Ker a is compact. Let Ρ be the p-primary component 
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n 
of Τ (i.e. the subgroup of all elements χ € Τ for which xp = 1 for some 
η e IN). We see Im α = P. 
For every у б Q the function α : χ t—• a(xy) is a character. Thus σ: у t—*- α 
is a map of Q into Q л. We shall only prove that σ is surjective. What 
remains doesn't raise difficulties. Let β e О л. It is sufficient to find 
Ρ 
у 6 Q such that 
ß(r) = o(ry) 
for all rational numbers r φ 0. For such r we define 
B
r
 = {t e Q | ß(r) =o(rt)}. 
Because of Im α = Ρ, В is not empty. Since Ker a is compact, В is compact. 
Let r. = t..m. (i=l n) where t.,m. e 2. Take s = π m. , then 
ι 1 1 i l .", ι 
ι=1 
ι
 η 
0 =f В с (^\ В i.e. the sets В have the finite intersection property. 
i=l i 
Thus there is у e Q which is in all В and for all f e L(Q —• К) we find 
р r
 vvp 
fA(y) = ;f(x) 3(-x) dm(x) = /f(x) a(-xy) dm(x). 
(5.4.2) Let G = {χ e Q | |x| <_ 1} and let К and Ρ be as in (5.4.1). The 
map σ : G* —>· Ρ defined by β ι—• ß(l) (Be G") is an isomorphism of topo-
logical groups. We take m(G) = 1. If a e Ρ, χ = Σ а.ρ e G (see (5.4.1)) 
we define 
i-0 l 
χ η 
Χ τ . η , _ 1 
a = lim α , where χ = Σ a.ρ , 
η . _ 1 
η-*» 1=0 
which limit always exists. Because of the continuity of β e G* we have for 
χ e G ß(x) = lim χ = ß(l) . Using the isomorphism σ we can write 
f'(a) = /f(x) a~X dm(x), (a e Ρ) 
and in virtue of Theorem (5.3.1) (ii) (or Theorem (5.2.10)) we can write f 
as a uniformly convergent "Fourier series" 
f(x) = Σ fA(a)aX. 
a e Ρ 
(5. 5) іоШе_І§§УІ£§_Іoï_îî2î!ztorsional_grou2S. 
In (4.3.18) we saw that non-torsional groups may fail to have the duality-
property of Theorem (4.3.16). However, the results of Chapter III are true 
for non-torsional groups, and the question under what conditions the Fourier 
transformation 
Τ : L(G —* K) — Im Τ 
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(see (3.3.12)) is an isomorphism of Banach algebras remains meaningful 
for non-torsional groups G and n.a. fields K. 
We are going to establish some results concerning this problem. Our first 
question is which theorems (with the necessary alterations or changes), ob­
tained in this chapter, are true for non-torsional groups. 
(5.5.1) Consider the group G and the field К of (3.4.5). Because G is dis­
crete and torsion-free we have (G :1) = 1. As shown in (3.4.5) L(G —• K) 
с с 
has maximal ideals that are not topologically algebraic. So Theorem (5.1.1) (i) 
does not hold for non-torsional G. Furthermore, from "the polynomial 
X n - 1 £ к[х] is totally reducible for every η е Ш , η | (G :1) " does not 
follow : "every regular maximal ideal has codimension 1". (See Remark 1 of 
Theorem (5.1.1)). 
(5.5.2) Consider the discrete group t and a local n.a. field K. Then 
Τ : LÍZ" —»• К) —>· Im Τ has no continuous inverse, as we shall prove. Suppose 
Τ exists and is continuous. Im Τ is a subalgebra of С (Τ —>• К) which satisfies 
-1 . " К 
the conditions of Theorem (3.0.3). Since Τ is continuous Im Τ is a Banach 
algebra. Thus Im Τ = Cœ(T —• К) which is impossible since LiZ" —• K) has no divi­
sors of 0. Thus Theorem (5.2.11) does not hold for Ζ,Κ. 
Choose a 6 Ύ
ν
 (οφ) with |l-a| < 1. Then |l-an| < 1 for all η e 2. The 
IS. 
characters η ι—»- 1 and ni—• α. (η e Ζ) are different but |ΐ-α | < 1 for all 
η e 24 Hence Theorem (5.2.8) does not hold for г.К. (Note that (Z :l) = 1). 
с 
The same example shows that the spectral norm formula (Theorem(5.2.12)) 
does not hold for Z,K. In fact, suppose the formula is true. Since the norm in 
L(G —• K) is multiplicative (Theorem (3.4.6)), ||fn|| = | |f|| for all 
f e L(G —• К) and η e IN which implies llf"!!^ = І І £ І І „ i.e. Τ is an i some try. 
Contradiction. 
(5.5.3) Lemma. Let G. 6 LG be abelian. (i=l,...,n). Suppose К is suitable with 
respect to G. for all i. Then К is suitable with respect to the 
1
 .
 n 
(topological) direct product G Π G.. Suppose for every i 
the Fourier transformation 
T. : L(G. —* K) -* Im T. 1 1 ι 
is an isomorphism of Banach algebras. Then the Fourier transfor­
mation 
Τ : L(G -* K) —·• Im Τ 
-1 n -1 is an isomorphism of Banach algebras and ||т | | = Π ||τ. ||. 
i=l 1 
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Proof. Clearly К is suitable with respect to G. It is sufficient to prove 
the lemma for G = G. χ G». Take f e L(G —* К) and write ψ (t) = f(s,t) for 
all (s,t) 6 G. x G. . For any γ e(G,Τ ) there exist a e(G ,Τ ) and 
β e (G-,Τ ) such that for all (s,t) e С] χ G 2 
Y((s,t)) = a(s) e(t). 
Now by <9>, (8.3) we obtain 
f*(Y) = / ( Ф
г
) Ч а ) B i t " 1 ) dm„ ( t ) . t G2 
Hence 
| |fA | |œ = sup { | Л Ф
с
Г ( с і ) 6 ( t " , ) d m G ( t ) | | α e (G, ,TK) , S e ( G 2 , T K ) } ^ 
> ΙΙΤ^'ΙΓ1
 З
ир{|(ф
с
)-(а)| | α €(0, ,^) . t « G ^ i H T ^ ' i r ' n V i r 1 
sup { k t ( s ) | I s € G I , t e G 2 } = Ι Ι τ ^ ' ΐ Γ 1 Ц Т , - 1 ! ! - 1 | | f | | œ . Thus 
r"1 
to the reader 
Τ 'Π <_ Ι |Τ II I |Т2 ||. The proof of the opposite inequality is left 
(5.5.4) Lemma. Let К be an algebraically closed n.a. field. Then the Fourier 
transformation 
Τ : L(7 -> K) -*- Im Τ 
is an isometry. 
Proof. In (3.3) we have seen that we can identify (2,Ί ) with T.., which we 
shall do now. Let us denote by α the image of α under the canonical homomor-
phism 
{ς e К | |ξ| <_ 1} •* k, 
(where k is the residue class field of K) . Take f e L(Z —*• К) with | |f| | = 1 . 
Put f(i) = ξ. for all i e Ζ. Then we have for all aeT X к. 
f'(а) - Σ ξ. а"1. 
US 1 
Suppose |f"(a)| < 1 for all α e Τ . The set S ={i e Ζ I |f(i)| =1} is finite. 
к 
We can arrange that all elements of S are less than or equal to 0. 
(Multiply fA (a) with a suitable power of a , which does not change the absolute 
value).The nonzero polynomial Σ ζ. X 6 k[xj has every nonzero element of k 
ieZ 1 
as a root. Because k is infinite this is impossible. So we can conclude that 
there exists α eT
v
 such that |ίΛ(α)Ι = 1. 
к. 
(5.5.5) Theorem. Let К be an algebraically closed n.a. field and let G e LG be 
commutative. Suppose |(G :1)| > 0. Then 
Τ : L(G -* K) -> Im Τ 
is an isomorphism of Banach algebras and ||τ || = |(G : I)|. 
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Proof• Since I(G : 1)1 > О К is suitable with respect to G and the 
equation ξ -1 = 0 has η different roots in К whenever η e Ш, η|(G :1) . 
Thus (Theorem (5.2.11)) the above theorem holds for torsional groups. From 
this and Lemma (5.5.3) and Lemma (5.5.4) it follows that the above theorem 
is true for finitely generated discrete groups. Now let G be arbitrary. As 
in the proof of Theorem (5.2.11) we can find f e L(G —> К) such that 
N f l L = l(G : , ) | l|f|l„· So it is sufficient to show that Mf'll^ 1 
>^  | (G :1)| ||f||œ for all f é L(G —* К) . We can restrict ourselves to the 
case where f is a step function. Then there exists H e r such that 
n
 -1 
f = ΐ, ξ. ε „ (a.a. ¿ Η if i4l)· We shall prove: there exists 
. , ι a.Η ι ι
 T
 '
J 
i=l ι 
α é HA such that |fA(a) | > |(GC:1) | | | f | !„. For all β e Η 1 ίΛ(6) = 
Ι ζ. m(H) ß(a.). We can arrange that |m(H)| = 1. Let π : G —* G/H 
i=l 1 1 
denote the canonical homomorphism. The points Tf(a.) ,. .. ,ir(a ) generate a group 
S С G/H. Thus by the above reasoning there exists γ e (S,Τ) such that 
η 
Ι Σ ξ. у(тт(а.)) I >_ Ι (S :1)| max |ζ.|. Since К is algebraically closed 
i=l i 
we can find γ' e(G/H,Τ ) such that γ'|5 = γ. (Zorn's Lemma). Now take 
к 
a = γ' ο π. So we obtain the required property: 
η 
||f"|L > Ι Σ ξ,- a(a,)| > |(S:l)| ||f|l > |((G/H) :1)| ||f|| > i=i - -
1 K G :i)| IKIL 
(5.5.6) Let G é LG be abelian and let К be a suitable n.a. field. Suppose 
the Fourier transformation Τ : L(G —• K) —• Im Τ is an isomorphism of Banach 
algebras. We can define a continuous functional m" on Im Τ which is invariant 
under translations by elements of (G,T ) by putting mÄ(fA) = f(e) for all 
f e L(G —* К). (See Theorem (5.3.1) (i)). Im Τ is a Banach algebra under the 
convolution 
(fA * g") (a) = nr((f-)(g~) " ) . (a с (G,Τ ); f,g e L(G -* К)) 
ci ts. 
This definition is meaningful since (it can easily be proved that) f" м- g"=(fg)' 
for all f,g e L(G —>• K). Note that (with the necessary alterations or changes) 
Theorem (5.3.1), Theorem (5.3.2) and Theorem (5.3.3) remain valid in this more 
general situation. 
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SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift wordt getracht een "niet-archimedische harmonische 
analyse" te construeren, waarbij de te beschouwen functies waarden hebben 
in een niet-archimedisch gewaardeerd lichaam К in plaats van in het lichaam 
van de complexe getallen. Het voornaamste hulpmiddel hierbij is de niet-
archimedische integratie-theorie op voor σ-compacte, locaal compacte, O-dimen­
sionale ruimten, zoals deze is ontwikkeld door A.F.Monna en T.A.Springer 
in <9>. Het integraalbegrip uit <9> leidt onmiddellijk tot een definitie van 
een K-waardige Haar-maat op een σ-compacte, locaal compacte, O-dimensionale 
groep G. In <9> geeft men een eenduidigheidsbewijs; voor de existentie 
moet er echter een zogenaamde "p-eindigheidsconditie" aan G worden opgelegd 
wanneer het restklassenlichaam van К een karakteristiek p, ongelijk aan nul, 
heeft. Het blijkt, dat de ruimte van de Haar-integreerbare functies gelijk 
is aan de ruimte С (G —"• К) , bestaande uit alle K-waardige continue functies 
op G, die "nul zijn in oneindig". 
In de hoofdstukken I en II wordt de bovenstaande theorie uitgebreid tot alle 
locaal compacte, O-dimensionale ruimten. 
In hoofdstuk III wordt, met de convolutie als vermenigvuldiging, de Banach-
algebra L(G —• K) gedefinieerd, die in de plaats treedt van de Banach-algebra 
L' (G) uit de klassieke harmonische analyse. De elementen van L(G —>• K) zijn de 
functies uit С (G —>• К). Vele eigenschappen van I.'(G) blijken te kunnen worden 
overgedragen op de ruimte L(G —• K). Voor commutatieve G definieert men de 
Fourier-getransformeerde f* van een Haar-integreerbare functie f door 
fA(a) = /f(x) aCx'Sdx, 
waarbij α de groep G*, bestaande uit alle continue homomorfismen van G naar de 
eenheidscirkel van K,doorloopt. 
In hoofdstuk IV wordt de categorie Τ ingevoerd, met als objecten de locaal 
compacte O-dimensionale groepen, die de eigenschap hebben, dat ieder element 
in een compacte ondergroep ligt (de zogenaamde "torsional groups"). Voor deze 
groepen wordt een niet-archimedisch analogon van de dualiteitsstelling van 
Pontrjagin bewezen. 
In hoofdstuk V worden de eigenschappen van de Fourier-transformatie f ·—> f 
onderzocht. Voor groepen uit T
n
 blijkt, dat onder zekere voorwaarden deze 
transformatie een isometrie is van de ruimte L(G —• K) op de ruimte С (G* —»- К) . 
Tenslotte worden enkele opmerkingen gemaakt, betreffende een Fourier-theorie voor 
groepen, die niet tot Τ behoren. Deze groepen vallen gedeeltelijk buiten het 
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kader van hoofdstuk IV en V. Zo behoeft bijvoorbeeld de karaktergroep van 
Ζ niet locaal compact te zijn, en kan men bewijzen, dat de dualiteitsstel­
ling van hoofdstuk IV niet geldt voor T. Men kan echter wel voorwaarden 
aangeven, waaronder de Fourier-transformatie een isometrie is in de ruimte 
van alle begrensde continue functies op de karaktergroep. 
compacte drager behoeft voort te zetten tot een integraal op een grotere 
klasse van functies. Het voordeel van een dergelijke opzet is, dat de op 
deze manier verkregen resultaten gelden onafhankelijk van de keuze van de 
voortzetting van de Haar-integraal. 
VIII 
Zij R een eindige commutatieve ring met eenheidselement. Zij verder voor 
V C. R card(V) het aantal elementen van V, Ann(V) de verzameling 
{x e R | xv = 0 voor alle ν 6 V}. 
Dan geldt voor ieder tweetal hoofdidealen I en J van R 
card(I + Ann(J)). card(Ann(I)Π J) - card(R). 
IX 
Zij A een commutatieve ring met eenheidselement, m een ideaal in A. Zij 
verder A' de gegradueerde A-algebra 9 m . 
n>0 
Laat E = θ E een gegradueerd A'-moduul zijn, waarbij voor iedere η e Ж 
n>0 n 
E een A-moduul van eindig type is. 
Dan zijn de volgende voorwaarden equivalent. 
(a) E is een A'-moduul van eindig type. 
(b) Er is een η e Ш, zo dat voor alle η e Ш, η > η geldt 
m E = E ^.. 
— η n+1 
De stellingen Th.2, par.2 en Th.l, par.3 uit N. Bourbaki : Algèbre commutative, 
Chap. 3 zijn corollaria van de bovenstaande stelling. 
De wiskunde-studenten aan de universiteiten dienen tijdens hun studie de gele-
genheid te krijgen meerdere malen enige tijd te besteden aan een klein zelf-
standig onderzoek. 
Het is nuttig dit in het studieprogramma op te nemen en een gedeelte van dit 
programma reeds tijdens de studie voor het candidaatsexamen te realiseren. 
W.H. SCHIKHOF 
7 juli 1967 

STELLINGEN 
I 
Als К een niet-archimedisch gewaardeerd lichaam is dat minstens vijf elementen 
bevat, dan is er een surjectieve isometrische afbeelding σ: К —• К, die het 
nulelement vastlaat, terwijl a(x+y) 4 a(x)+a(y) voor zekere x,y e K. 
II 
In tegenstelling tot wat geldt in genormeerde ruimten over de reële of complexe 
getallen, heeft men voor een niet-archimedisch gewaardeerd lichaam К de vol­
gende stelling. 
Er is een niet-archimedisch genormeerde K-lineaire ruimte E en een surjectieve, 
homogene en isometrische afbeelding σ: E —»-E, die niet lineair is. 
S. Banach : Theorie des operations linéaires. 
1932. 
(Chap. XI, par.3. Théorème 2). 
Ill 
Als ρ en q verschillende priemgetallen zijn en m de Q - waardige Haar-maat op 
2" is, genormaliseerd door m(Z ) = I, dan is 
Ρ Ρ 
Β = {V | V С Ζ , V open compact en |m(Z )| < 1} 
een basis van de topologie van Ζ . 
Zij Κ een niet-archimedisch gewaardeerd lichaam met karakteristiek q. Dan zijn 
er tenminste twee verschillende K-waardige maten op Ζ , die voortzetting zijn 
van de nulafbeelding : В —*• К. 
A. Monna ; T. Springer : Intégration non-
archimédienne. 
Indag. Math. 25 (1963), 634-653. 
(Stelling (3.2)) 
IV 
Zij К een niet-archimedisch gewaardeerd compleet lichaam en zij K{X ,...,X } 
1 η 
de K-algebra van alle machtreeksen in η onbepaalden X, X met conver-
] η 
gentiestraal 1. Dan heeft ieder maximaal ideaal in K{X ,,..,X } eindige 
codimensie. 
Deze stelling, waarvan Tate een niet correct bewijs geeft, kan eenvoudig be­
wezen worden met behulp van de "Vorbereitungssatz" van Weierstrass. 
J. Tate : Rigid analytic spaces. Paris, 1962. 
V 
Zij A een commutatieve Banach-algebra met eenheidselement e over een com­
pleet gewaardeerd lichaam К. Veronderstel, dat ||e|| = 1 en dat ||x|| in de 
waardengroep van К ligt voor iedere χ e Α, χ 4 0. 
Dan is er een nuldelervrije commutatieve Banach-algebra В over K, met eenheids­
element, en een gesloten ideaal I С В, zo dat A isometrisch isomorf is met B/l. 
Als bovendien de waardering op К en de norm op A voldoen aan de scherpe drie-
hoeksongelijkheid, dan kan men zelfs bereiken, dat de norm op В multiplica-
tief is. 
VI 
Analoog aan de klassieke integratie-theorie kan men in de niet-archimedische 
integratie-theorie voor locaal compacte ruimten behalve de ruimte L' (zie 
hoofdstuk I van dit proefschrift) ook voor 0 < р < « ( р ^ 1 ) а е ruimte L 
invoeren. Voor de Haar-integraal blijken deze ruimten samen te vallen en gelijk 
te zijn aan L'. 
VII 
Het blijkt, dat vele stellingen uit de harmonische analyse kunnen worden be­
wezen zonder dat men de Haar-integraal op de ruimte van continue functies met 


